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The problem. The problem was concerned with the need
for Mercy Hospital in DE~S Moines, Iowa, to determine whether
its renewal efforts aimed at increasing the participation of
upper, middle, and lower management personnel were successful.
In addition, the hospital needed a baseline with which to
compare future evaluations of the management system in the
process of organizational renewal.
Procedures. In this study, a modified version of
Rensis Likert's Profile of Organizational Analysis was admin-
istered to 50 hospital management personnel. These subjects
were divided into three groups--the administrative team, the
department heads, and the supervisory personnel. Each subject
made two responses, in the form of personal perceptions, to
each of 19 items on the research instrument. These responses,
the way the subject felt the management system of the hospital
is and the way.they felt it ought to be were profiled on
Likert's four management systems to ascertain whether there
were any differences in the perceptions. A t-test was applied
to the mean differences of the is and the ought perceptions
of each group on the six organizational characteristics that
were measured on the Profile. An analysis of variance was made
on the is perceptions of the three groups to see if there
were any-intergroup differences in those perceptions. The
data obtained in these analyses were used to describe the
management system at Mercy Hospital.
Findings. There are significant differences in the way
the management personnel surveyed in this study perceived the
management system that exists at Mercy Hospital and the manage-
ment system they desire to exist there. There is no significant
difference in the way the three groups perceived the management
system as it exists at the hospital.
Conclusions. Even though the hospital has been involved
in a renewal effort to increase the participation of the upper,
middle, and lower management personnel, that renewal process has
not been completed. In spite of the differences in the way the
groups perceive the organization as it is and as it oU~ht tO,be,
there is no significant difference between the groups 1n the1r
perceptions of the present management system regardless of their
hierarchal position or their involvement in the renewal process.
Recommendations. Based on the findings in this study,
is recommended that the hospital continue its renewal efforts
that an ongoing process of evaluation of the organizational
style be instituted. In addition, further research
be undertaken to determine why there were no significa.nt
ferences in the perceptions of the three groups in the sam-
regardless of their involvement in the renewal program or
ir organizational position.
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Chapter 1
RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
INTRODUCTION
One of the central problems confronting the managers of
organizations is the management of change. As the
of change continues to increase, administrators are becom-
convinced that they can no longer rely on the traditional
of chain of command, unity of direction, and span of
to operate their enterprises. These methods, so long
as the basis of effective administration, lack the
ibility needed to cope with change.
Because of this lack of flexibility, many organizations
seeking new methods of managing their resources in a
~ualJ,ying environment. A variety of modification efforts have
tried, but the results are mixed. The author had an
nnnnrtunity to observe one such effort at Mercy Hospital in
Moines, Iowa. He spent a three-month internship at the
hospital studying the administrative structure and the renewal
process being used to make it more responsive to change.
This study is a description of what the author found
during this stay at that institution. It is based on an analy-
sis of the data collected during that internship.
1
2The Sisters of Mercy, a r e Ld.q Loua order of the Homan'
lic Church, met in general assembly in 1969 to develop (l
tnt for se1f-renewal in response to a mandate from the
Vatican council. The result of these proceedings was
Mercy Covenan!:., a document designed t.o be a guide the
f th . t f M d h . . . ]0 __ e SlS ers 0 _ercy an t.hot r o rq an tzat Lon s .
document espoused t.he inciples of partie tive author~
and s ub s i.d i.a r-L't.y , The Covenant states:
In order to provide the sister with the appropriate
modes of interaction with others the principles of par-
ticipative authority and subsidiarity should prevail.
From these pr~ncipLes naturally flow the necessity of
group accountability and co-responsibility to the com-
munity and community goal s , 2
This statement recognizes the need for participation
the organizat~on and further states that with this process
e will be greater commitment to group goals on the part
individual members. The Covenant continues:
Participat~ve authority of itself is of no avail unless
it is understood that the process of group participation
is at times much more difficult than that involving only
vertical lines of authority in a superior-subject relation~
ship. Yet in order to be a free, authentic person, a
sister must commit herself to others and accept the ten-
sion always esent in attempting to balance the desire for
personal fulfi1lment with the need for responsibility to
the group.3
ISisters of Mercy of the Union, Mercy Covenant: Special
General Chapter, Proceedings 1969 (Washington, D. C.: Sisters
of Mercy Generala te, 1969), p. v ,
2 I b i d., p , 64.
3I b i d., pp. 64~65.
3Using the philosophy contained in these guidelines and
call for renewal from the Vatican Council, Mercy Hospital
Moines, Iowa, embarked upon a program of organizational
This renewal was part of a larger process aimed at
the l.ong range planning procedure of the hospital.
The genesis of the efforts to improve the long range
carne from a series of meetings between the Sisters and
from the American Management Association. The
ific charge of the group at these conferences was to develop
blueprint" for future planning. The administrator at this
tal wished to depart from the plan of the conference and
a plan more in keeping with the philosophy of partici-
practiced there. She felt that a blueprint was too
lexible and tha t planning as a process should have more
lity. As a' result, she asked for a planning process
would be compa tible with participative management, one
t would be able to cope with a constantly changing culture.
Because of her desire for a unique planning process for
Hospital, the administrator enlisted the aid of a beha-
1 scientist to help in its development. This scientist,
an industrial psychologist from the University of Saint Louis,
had considerable experience working with Catholic religious
organizations. He understood the philosophy of the Sisters of
Mercy, and he had worked extensively in organizational renewal
activities in the Church.
The first step in the renewal program at Mercy involved
4ies of meetings with key management personnel from the
In these meetings, held away from Mercy, the psy-
sought to sensitize the participants and open the
yau.J...""o.tion's lines of communications. The next thing he did
gather data about the organization. As a result of that
r the Mercy Planning Advisory Committee (MPAC) was
The advisory committee recognized the need for the
to function as an open system in the present day
They perceived the open system as being composed
three interrelated parts. The first part, the input stage
the system, consisted of what was fed into the system from
external environment. The second stage, called the
r was the organization itself performing its func-
on the input from the externa1 environm.ent. The third
C:T~,rtP, the output, was the process of returning the finished
nroduc.t; to the environment. In the last stage, in the case of
hospital, this quite obvious1y involves the return of a
to the community in a heal thier condi tion.
The need for such a system to be open was obvious to
the members of the advisory group. They concluded that an open
system, concerned with structura1, relationship and interde-
pendence problems, would be more able to cope with the problems
of change than could the traditional closed systems. The
committee developed a system composed of five sub-systems.
These sub-systems included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Service System
Human Resources
Boundary System
Adaptive System
1Managerial System
5
Even though these sub-systems were interrelated, it was
latter one that was of concern in this study. Therefore,
study focused on the managerial system. The planning com-
developed a position statement on their function and its
to the desire for increased participation they were
They stated:
Planning is the process of democratic involvement of
line personnel into the staff function of decision making.
Planning is a decision making process not a decision
making device. On integration of information into a
system where a broad and deep prospectus can be obtained
and therefore, a better decision making process. It is
a better information and fact gathering device to supply
insight into decision making. 2
The method employed by the hospital administration to
the line personnel in the staff decision making process
a modification of the administrative organizational
Mercy. The planning committee recommended the devel-
of a flatter organizational chart than had existed in
the previous administration. As can be seen on the organiza-
tion chart shown in Figure 1, the ultimate authority still
l"Manual For Planning" (Des Moines, Iowa: Mercy Hospital,
1971), p. 9, mimeographed.
2I b i d . , p. 8.
Mercy Hospital
ORGANIZATION CHART
\ ADMINI STRATOR 1 i
I
I I 1 I
£ i t f t i
ASSISTANT FISCAL
SERVICES
Accounting
Data Processing
Medical Records
Patient Accounts
ASSISTANT TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Physical Thera
Radiolo
Nursing Service
Patholo
Technical Services
ASSISTANT OPERATIONS
Maintenance
Housekeeping
Security
Dietary
Materials Manaqement
tt
ASSISTANT FOR LONG RANGE
PLANNING
AND
PERSONNEL
Pastoral Care
Social Services
Public Relations
Physical plant
and Construction
0'>
7with the chie.f administrator, but there is also a delega-
of responsibility to four assistants. Operationally, these
assistants meet with the department heads assigned to them
a weekly basis .for problem solving purposes.. If the problems
be solved in these weekly problem solving meetings with
assistant administrators of the hospital, they are discussed
administrative team meetings held every Tuesday afternoon.
s system was designed to get as much input as possible on any
confronting the hospital administration. An agenda is
three days prior to the administrative team meetings
everyone involved and the participants are to familiarize
with the agenda items.
The format of the meetings was a consultative decision
process with each agenda item being introduced by the
:::>T"\T"\rnrlriate department head and administrator. After the item
s introduced by the appropriate assistant administrator, the
ting was thrown open for discussion by anyone who had input
the matter. When the discussion was completed, the agenda
was put to a vote by the administrative team members. The
was taken openly in front of the group and it stood as the
ision regarding the item. The people who actually took part
the vote were the administrator, her three assistants, and
the director of planning.
The administrative team met on the day following the
Tuesday meetings to discuss the team members' reactions to the
previous day's meeting and to suggest some possible ways to
8those meetings. The general purpose of those meetings
s to improve the overall operation of the administrative team
the planning process.
As a result of the pLanrrc.rq process and the goals of
long range planning comnu. ttee, the hospital developed some
ectives to guide the operation of Mercy during that year.
relationship of those goals to the hospital was readily
because they reflected a commitment to increased partici-
tion. The goals for the year of this study were:
1. Support the Nursing and Medical Staff's efforts to
upgrade and measure the quality of patient care.
2. Delineate the medical programs to be emphasized by
Mercy HospitaL
3. Continue and strengthen commitment to participative
management among all level s of rnanaqement.,
4. Encourage and foster a cost effectiveness attitude
among hospital personnel.
5. Foster informed and objective health-care economics
awareness among hospital personnel and other hospital
publics.
6. Continue to lop and modify the Long Range Planning
Process with increased emphasis on strengthening the
Relig Dimension of Mercy and its impact on Mercy's
internal and external publics.
7. Work for greater integration of all participants in
the patient care program--nursing service, department
heads, medical staff committees, Board of Directors,
consumers--through effective interaction.
8. Plan and implement move into the new facility with
maximum cost ef tiveness and without disruption of
continuity and quality of pat t care.
9. Implement a plan Mercy Hospital based
on the Fr san Role Study, community needs and inter-
action with other health planning and provider agencies
in Central Iowa.
9Establish a Mercy Health Care FounCliationas a means of
facilitating the Fund Development. Program.
Assist Medical Staff Executive Committee in delinea-
tion of Medical Staff privilege s.
12. Continue and strengthen personnel development through
definition of approved programs and responsible fiscal
commitment to same.
13. Continue our commitment to Medical Education. l
The hospital administration felt that the best way to
these objectives was to allow the management sub-system
input into the process of planning and implementation.
reasoned that allowing the managerial personnel to have
into the planning process would produce a greater sense
owner sh.Lp of the hospital goals. This o-wnership of goals
enhance their commitment to goal realization.
The program had been in progress for over three years
the time of this study. The hospital administration was
some way to measure objectively the present state of
relation to employee participation. Because
ipation means different things to different people, a
initive statement on participation was needed. Such a state-
was provided by Robert C. Albrook when he wrote:
The essential message these outriders had for business
was this: recognize the social needs of employees in their
work, as well as their need for money,; they will respond
with a deeper commitment and better performance, help to
shape the organiz.ation t s changing goals and make them their
own. For blue-collar workers this meant such steps as
IIlMercy Hospital Goals For Fiscal 1974" (Des Moines, Iowa:
Mercy Hospital, 1974), mimeographed.
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organizing work around tasks large enough to have meaning
and inviting workers' ideas; for middle and upper manage-
ment it meant more participation in decision making, wider
sharing of authority and responsibility, more ope~ and
more candid communication up, down; and sideways.
Using Albrook's statement as a philosophical basis and
;~rl~cloqn1zing that Mercy's efforts at increased participation
the upper, middle, and lower management per-
j?~c::mnel, the study sought to analyze that group's perceptions
the hospital's management style.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to describe the renewal
ss undertaken at Mercy Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa, and
analyze its success by measuring the perceptions of the
..... ...,"...,!C, .... , middle, and lower management personnel. This was done
using a modified version of Rensis Likert's Profile of Organ-
ional Analysis to determine the perceptions of the subjects.
The results of that analysis served as a basis for
ibing the organization in regard to the participation of
membership in its management. This description not only
luded the perceptions of the members with respect to how
is shared; it also included how the members felt
how the system ought to work. The description was also
be used as baseline data for comparison with future assess-
ments and to provide information about areas that might require
future renewal.
1Robert C. A1brook, ltparticipative Management: Time For
a Second Look ;" Fortune, 75: 168, May, 1967.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature in this study concentrates
in modern society and how organizations have moved
greater participation in an effort to cope with it. The
of the participative process is surveyed and the
of situational factors on the process is also discussed.
INSTRUMENTATION
The way the members of an organization perceive its
A'r'IOY".=ltion greatly affects its operationl and it was felt that
this study an instrument that could measure those percep-
could provide valuable information about the organiza-
's management. Rensis Likert developed a Profile of
zational Analysis designed to measure the perceptions of
respondents on a number of organizational characteristics.
se characteristics were measured using 51 items, each placed
a 20 point rating scale. These rating scales were broken
into four different management systems that could be used
develop a management profile based on the characteristics
A modified version of the Likert instrument was used in
present study. This modified version was composed of fewer
and was selected because of the University of Michigan's
lRensis Likert, "A Motivational Approach to a Modified
Theory of Organization and Management," M:odern Organization
Theory: A Sy!!!posium of, the Foundation. for Research on Human
Behavior, ed. Mason Haire (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1959), p. 191.
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for Social Research's admonition that, "the longer
should n9t be used without!30meprior experience with
's aim."l Thus, the advice OD the Institute was taken
they suggested that: "The reader might find the . . .
adaption of the Likert Profile into 19 items a more
instrument,,,2 and the modified version of the Likert
was selected to analyze the management of Mercy
1. (See Appendix A).
HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY
This study will attempt to determine:
1. The lower, middle, and upper management personnel
perceive the participative management system in this set-
as less participative than it should be.
of six characteristics).
(is v s , ought on
2. The higher one ranks in the management system the
will be his tendency to view the system as "participa-
"
In order to test these hypotheses, it is necessary to
them in null form, i.e.:
1. At no administrative level is there a difference
between the perception of what is and what ought to be.
1 John P. Robinson et al. 1 Measures of Occupational
Attitudes and Occu ational Characteristics (Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan: Instltute for SOCla Research, 1973 , p. 277.
2 Ibid., p. 280.
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2. There are no differences between the groups of
agement personnel in their perceptions of what is in t.errns
participation in the management system.
DESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION
The study was approved by the administrative staff of
Hospital and was a part of the author's administrative
there.
The upper, middle, and lower management personnel of
hospital staff were selected to be the subjects in the
There were 50 individuals in the total sample. They
divided into three groups: the administrative team (N=4),
department heads (N=16), and the supervisors (N=30). The
score for each item was calculated for the total sample
the study and a profile was drawn for each of the two per-
ions. These profiles were used as a basis for describing
present state of the organization.
The mean score for each group was computed for the six
teristics on the way the organization is and the way it
to be, to determine Whether there was any significant
ference in their two perceptions. (Hypothesis #1).
The is perceptions of the three groups were analyzed
discover if there were any significant intergroup differ-
ences. (Hypothesis #:2).
In each of the two analyses above, the results were used
to determine whether or not there was any difference between
14
perceptions within each group and whether or not there
intergroup differences in the is perc~ptions. The .05
of significance with the appropriate number of degrees of
was used and any value exceeding that figure caused the
of the null hypothesis.
TREATMENT OF THE DATA
Hypothesis #1: There is no difference between the way
organization is and the way it ought to be based on the
of the respondents by group.
The is perception score was subtracted from the respec-
ought perception score for each individual of each group
of the six characteristics and the mean difference
A one tailed t-test for correlated data was used to
the hypothesis. Eighteen tests were performed, one for
of the six characteristics with each of the three groups.
Hypothesis #2: There is no difference in the perceptions
the three groups on the way the organization really is in
to the organizational characteristics measured.
A single factor analysis of variance was used to test
hypothesis. Six tests were made, one for each character-
The scores for each group were used to compute the
sum-of-squares, the within sum-of-squares and the F
15
LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
This study is limited to a descriptive analysis of the
staff of Mercy Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa.
The basic assumptions made in this study are:
1. The perceptions of the members of the administrative
ff regarding the operation of the hospital are a valid basis
a descriptive analysis of the organization.
2. The modified version of Likert's Profile can be
fectively used to analyze and describe an organization.
3. The six organizational characteristics contained in
Likert device are an effective measure of managerial styles.
4. The data generated by this study can serve as a base-
ine for future study'of the hospital's administrative structure.
5. Any difference between the two perceptions within a
iven group that is significant can be used for future renewal
forts by the hospital.
6. Any significant differences between the three groups
the is perceptions can be used for renewal efforts in regard
the particular characteristic involved.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The study will be presented using the following format:
Chapter 1 ~ Background and Rationale, Chapter 2 - Review of the
Literature: Chapter 3 ~ Methodology of the Research; Chapter 4 -
Presentation of the Data; and Chapter 5 - Summary, Conclusions
and Recommendations.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A look at the historical evolution of the modern organ-
reveals that it has moved from a closed mechanistic
to a more open organic type. This evolution was
facilitated by the efforts of those behavioral scientists
research was aimed at determining the effect of a human-
theory of the nature of man on organizational structures.
The literature that was reviewed described the transition
in which organizational theory progressed from an essen-
authoritarian type of leadership to a participatory self-
type of structure. The literature was replete with
on this process and the causes of it. This review was
to chart the course of that progress. The works of
""~"""''''''V'''' McGregor, Argyris, Likert, Beckhard, Bennis, Marguiles,
, French, Davis, Toffler and others provided the material
this examination.
THE EFFECT OF CHANGE ON ORGANIZATIONS
Change is at the very root of organizational renewal.
the proliferation of change being experienced today, society
needs to develop ways of controlling or managing it. The rate
o~ change borders on revolutionary and if man fails, individually
or institutionally, to respond to this change, it could result in
16
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disintegrat.ion. As a result, many behavioral and social
are at work attempting to develop the means to control
change.
a researcher and major writer in this area, Alvin
is so concerned in the matter that he sees it as societal
he calls IIfuture shock. 1I He describes the condition as
of people trying to absorb too much change in a rela-
short time span with a resultant psychological stress that
the person to become disoriented. l
Because of this problem, Toffler made an in-depth study
ied segment.s of American society to determine how change is
by those he interviewed. He synthesized the results of his
into two basic areas of concern:
First, it became clear that future shock is no longer
a distantly potential danger, but a real sickness from
which increasingly large numbers already suffer. This
psycho-biological condition can be described in medical
and psychiatric terms. It is the disease of change.
Second, I gradually came to be appalled by how little
is actually known about adaptivity, either by those who
call for and create vast change in our society, or by
those who supposedly prepare us to cope with those changes.
Earnest intellectuals talk bravely about "educating for
change" or "preparing people for the future." But we know
virtually nothing about how to do it. In the most rapidly
changing environment to which man has been exposed, we 2
remain pitifully ignorant of how the human animal copes.
These findings illustrate the scope of the problem.
rate of change is so great that it is having a damaging
1970) ,
1 1 .Av~n
p. 2.
2 I b i d. r
Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Random House,
p. 2.
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on a number of people and they seem to lack the where-
to deal with the problem. If this growth continues
bat.ec , the resulting disorientation can be so deleterious
it may lead to disruptions in the basic institutions that
the mainstays of this society.
The magnitude of the problem in relation to basic insti-
was pointed out by Blake and Mouton, who stated:
Social revolution is increasingly a part of everyday
life. Sharp challenges that often end in wrenchings and
upheavals are frequent occurrences in families, neighbor-
hoods, schools, and communities. Traditions, precedents,
and past practices that have long ordered, regulated and
stabilized many social institutions are under attack. 1
When change affects basic social structures to such a
ae!oree that one can see a reordering taking place in them, it
logical that the aftershocks will be felt throughout society's
What is needed is a method of dealing or coping
change so that these aftershocks do not become destructive.
There is a reciprocity between man and his environment;
he interacts with his environment he brings change to it and
resulting changed structure changes him. It is a spiral
.....~..uLa t ave process of change and the older author i tar ian struc-
lack the ability to be responsive to it. Significant
QT?"~tural changes in some of these contemporary organizations
resulted because of their lack of responsiveness to change.
se structural changes have been toward a less rigid form, one
lRObert R. Blake and Jane Snygley Mouton, Building a
namic Cor oration Throuh Grid Or anization Deve10 ment
(Readlng, Mass.: Add Lsori-wes l.ey Publlshlng cc , , 1969 , p. 1.
19
seems better able to accommodate the· changes that confront
Marguiles and Raia recognized the problem and explained the
to become more responsive in this way:
The accelerating and almost unbelievable rate of change
in our society has had a profound effect on our social
institutions. They are faced not only with innovations in
science and technology , but also with changing values and
concepts concern ing the nature of man. The result has been
some considerable changes in the way in which organizations
function. Older mechanistic organization structures are
gradually giving way to newer and more organic temporary
systems and matr ix forms. 1
Al though man recognizes the changes wrought by science
technology, he sometimes fails to realize that these changes
also affected the value systems and perceptions about the
man. As a result, there appears to be a renewal effort
which has as its goal the re-personalization of
tic mechanistic institutions. It is with this value
man is experiencing the greatest difficulty. Marguiles and
noted this trend in their discussion of the withdrawal from
bureaucratic forms of the past, stating:
The depersonalized values of bureaucratic systems are
gradually being replaced by organization values based upon
humanistic and democratic ideals. Our social institutions
are learning, perhaps too slowly, that they can neither
understand nor cope with the devastating rate of internal
and external change without some fundamental change in
management and organizational technology.2
Rensis Likert, one of the leading researchers in the area
organizations, described the changinghuman behavior
lNewton iles and Anthony P. Raia, Organizational
V=.LUUment: Values, Process and Technolo (New York: McGraw-
Book Company, 1 972 r p. 1.
2 Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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about the human side of modern organizations, saying:
The trend in America, generally, in our schools, in
our homes, and in our communities, is toward giving the
individual greater freedom and initiative. There are
fewer direct, unexplained orders in schools and homes,
and youngsters are. participating increasingly in decisions
which affect them. 1
The effect of this type of training on the workforce may
If society continues to educate and bring
If it does not, it will find its organiza-
mechanistic and bureaucratic methods of operation. The
ional obsolescence. The only viable alternative will be
it must also change its existing organizations to allow for
of the problem is rushing society toward the crossroads of
persons who are accustomed to participating in decision
and institutions populated with members who are unable to
will allow them to renew the enterprise when it is warranted.
participation.
be incalculable.
develop within the organization and its membership the skills
As Golembiewski stated:
There is no way of putting off either individual or
organizational renewal, but a major choice must be made.
Beyond a pollyanish hope that matters will get better if
they are left alone, that is to say, two alternative
approaches are available: rebellion against our institu-
tions, with the goal of destroying them; or renewal of
the institutions, with the goal of making them more
effective. It is a question of burning or learning, in
short, if we reject the alternative of lapsing into a
growing irrelevance. 2
lRensis Likert, New Patterns of Management (New York:
M.cGraw-Hill Book Co .. , Lnc ; , 1961), p. 1.
2Robert T. Golembiewski, Renewing Organizations: The
Laborator A roach to Planned Chan e (Itasca, Illinois:
F. E • Peacock Publ a s hers, 197 r p. 5.
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The latter of these two choices is more palatable to the
portion of modern society and therefore , would seem to
Onfortunately, the nature of human organiza-
makes the process very difficult in practice. Chin and
contend that there are three modes of organizational
is most likely to be effective in dealing with the
, the empirical-rational, the norma.t.Lve-cce-ieduca t Lve , and
the one this study is concerned with. This is because that
The normative-re-educative method of changepower-coerc ive •
of change discussed in this study.. In their discussion
the normative-re-educative strategy, Benne and Chin explained:
Men are guided in their actions by socially funded and
communicated meanings, norms, and institutions, in brief by
a normative culture. At the personal level, men are guided
by internalized meanings, habits, and values. Changes in
patterns of action or practice are, therefore, changes, not
alone in the rational informational equipment of men, but
at the personal level, in habits and values as well and, at
the sociocultural level, changes are alterations in norma-
tive structures and in institutionalized roles and relation-
h i o 2s. lpS •••
Because of the social nature of organizations, any change
be accepted by the membership of the changing group, and
.~~,~~,~e they decide to accept it, the members examine it in the
ight of value systems and weigh its effect on themselves,
ividually, as well as the group. The responsibility for the
tion of such change rests with the management of the
lRobert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies
For Effecting Change. in Human Systems," The Plannin~ of. Change,
eds. Warren BenniS, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robert Chln (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1969), pp. 32-43.
2 I b i d., p. 43.
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The procedure is fraught with problems and one of the
problem areas was discussed by Keith navis, who pointed
employee attitudes played a significant part in accept-
change. Davis said:
Work change is further complicated by the fact that
it does not produce a direct adjustment as in the case
of air molecules, but instead it operates through each
employee I s attitudes to produce a response conditioned
by his feelings toward change. l
In essence, then, the problem of the introduction of any
by management La that the success of the alteration is
upon the will. ingness of the employees to accept it; in
final analysis, they control the decision to accept or reject
One of the concerns for modern management becomes, how to
the organization more responsive to changes. The importance
this problem is increasingly noteworthy as the rate of changes
upon society intensifies. The failure to cope with
I consequences may lead to destruction, and the techno-
must begin to 100k at the human element in their operation
they are to succeed because, as has been previously stated,
human element feels the impact of the change the most.
Lippi t descr ibed the importance of the human side of the
n , writing::
The bUildings, real estate, typewriters, computers,
and financial resources of modern organizations are no
more than useful tools, the material side of enterprise.
These tangibles could be dispensed with and there could
still be an organization. This is because basically an
lKeith Davis, Human Behavior at Work: Human Relations
and Organ.izational Behavior (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1972 ), p. 156.
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organization is made up of human resources--people. In
a way this is paradoxically both fortunate andunfortu-
nate. On one hand, the prospect of an enterprise that
could function endlessly and efficiently without human
guidance is the substance of nightmares; on the other
hand, the greatest obstacle to successful functioning of
man IS. organifations is the all-important asset that is
man himself.
Man, then, serves as the key ingredient in organizations
without him they cannot function and without his assent
cannot adapt to the changes that are imposed upon them.
as man, the consumer, demands changes to better his
man, the worker, may resist them because it alters
Golembiewski summed up this enigma that man
himself:
More and more, we trigger deliberate change and con-
scious innovation, perhaps even lust after it, even as we
more clearly recognize the many unanticipated and some-
times overwhelming effects we thereby set in motion. We
have met the enemy and they is us, as Pogo put it. 2And
no truce seems likely between the two faces of man.
There seems to be a certain hopelessness in Golem-
H.'c . .." •.,'"' ....1 IS statement because he does not see any likelihood of
e ever being arrived at and, yet, the constant state of
ict that would result could be disastrous. A closer study
s that the real. problem is the time lag between the imple-
ion of the change and its acceptance by the affected
memJJ1ership.
lGordon L. Lippit, Organization Renewal (New York: Appleton-
century-Crofts, 1969), p. 5.
2Golembiewski, op . cit., pp. 2-3.
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This lag Can be best understood in terms of a self-
"'A'rrt::>r"ting mechanism first discussed in the biological sciences.
systemic defense against change and its attendant con-
One author described it in terms of organizational
He discussed it in relation to the heeds of the
members and their resistance to the modification of
needs. Generally r this steady state r or homeostasis as
called it r is considered to be a balanced state. Anything
t t.h i b 1 ' Ls t.ed 1upse s ' lS a.' ance lS r es r. c . Davis concisely por-
the procedure as r "This self-correcting characteristic
organizations is called I homeostasis I '; that is r people act
establish a steady state of need fulfillment and to secure
2from disturbance of that balance. II
The problem is that anytime a variable is introduced r
is perceived as threatening, the balance component of the
1.JJ. ... an i sm is activated. It might be clearer if one were to view
organization as a system composed of a series of interre-
subsystems. Ariy t.i.me change is introduced into the system
is fel t throughout all of the component parts and the homeo-
tic operation is activated. An analogy of pushing on a
lloon with one IS finger was used by Davis to show this inter-
relatedness. He suggested:
When a finger (which represents change) is pressed against
the exterior of the balloon (which represents the organiza-
tion) the contour of the balloon visibly changes at the point
IDavis, op. cit., pp. 159-160.
2 Ibid., p. 159.
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of impact. Here an obvious pressure, representing change,
has produced an obvious deviation at the point of pressure.
What is not obvious, however t is that the entire balloon
(the organization) has been affected and has stretched
slightly. As shown by this comparison, the generalization
is drawn that. the whole organization tends to be affected
by change in any part of it. l
The ideas put forth so far in this paper indicate that
is rampant in modern society, that it affects the entire
cHcaanizational system, and that the most important organiza-
element is the human one. It is logical, therefore I that
attempts to introduce change must be aimed at the membership
the enterprise. Organizations are morphogenic in nature.
change stimuli that touch the organization I S boundaries and
way those stimu1.i are acted upon determine organizational
If the seeds for renewal are not present, the organiza-
can be destroyed by demands for alteration. Golembiewski's
ion that man is the major impediment in this process is
ted by other researchers. One of them maintains that it
the more abstrac t aspects of the human factors that must be
if organizations are to maintain their viability.
t explains this principle, stating:
The renewal of people and tools is, at best, incre-
mental; renewal of attitudes, aspirations and purposes,
because they rest basically on the will and ideas of human
ings, involves the interrelationships of people with
people, and of people with situations. 2
There is evidence to indicate that change is causing
increas dysfunction in organizational life. It is becoming
lIbid., p , 155.
2L it I op. cit., p. 5.
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that for organizations to be responsive to man's unsat-
demands wil1 not be enough, but the organization must
be able to ant.icipate man I s future demands and to put into
renewal pol icies to handle them. Th:.v.~can. be a very
icult task because, up until this time, the ability to make
necessary adjustments were lacking in most organizations.
inability to anticipate man's needs may be the result of
'"'v'u ...... ict between man I s ideas and his demands.
rhe:>r.r; zed that:
Golembiewski
The thrust of history and the skills of mankind are at
cross-purposes, in sum, and significantly so. The results
are most clear in the dry rot of our cities, but the effects
are Ubiquitous in all our institutions--political, social
and economic. These institutions are being sorely tested to
provide the things that more and more people are seeking or
demanding. Hence our institutions now must not only catch
up to those expanding demands I but they also can look for-
ward to continual renewal throughout the foreseeable future
so as to meet and hopefully anticipate the demands to come.
Moreover, institutions from one point of view reflect the
spirit of man, and from another they mold his quality of
life. Consequently, the ideas and attitudes of man, also
catch up with today' s expanding demands, as well as stand
ready for continuous renewal in the tomorrows that can now
be only dimly envisioned. 1
Golembiewski may seem to be an alarmist. If, however,
Taffler I S contentions are valid, there should be an increasing
Concern about the inability to develop the expertise to deal
with the enlarging number of demands placed upon institutions.
Thus, one can say that the rate of change is intensifying and
society's ability to cope with it is not keeping pace. The
critical element in the solution of this problem is the people.
IGolembiewski I op . c i.t.; , p , 4.
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the modification of their attitudes, aspirations, and
;....•......ooses that will bring about the answers to this dilemma.
The problem is common to many complex organizations and
results of its damage are becoming increasingly evident;
the structures seem incapable of acting to correct them-
Chris Argyria, one of the leading authorities on
zational development, cited the magnitude of the problem
the intransigence of the organizations to deal with it.
said:
The older and more complex organizations in our
society--business firms, governmental bureaus, city
governments, labor unions, churches, hospitals, schools
and universities--appear to be deteriorating. With
every passing day, the human and material costs of pro-
viding a product or service seem to be going up, while
the resulting quality is either wavering or going down.
Organizations are becoming increasingly rigid and dif-
ficult to change: it is almost impossible to induce them
to re-examine and renew themselves. l
As a result of the inability to re-examine and renew
in the face of disastrous chanqe, managers are
isting the aid of behavioral scientists to try to help
the strategies to become more flexible. It is clear
that any process must be an ongoing one because of the nature
of continuing change. Research data pinpoints the resistance
to variation in the human segment and, therefore, justifies
the request for help from the behavioral scientists.
lChris Argyris, Intervention Theor and Method: A
Behavioral Science View Re ad knq , Mass.: Add i son-Ne s Ley
PublishIng Co., 1973). p. 1.
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In order to properly understand the problems involved in
s process it is necessary to look at the historical evolution
man, his values and the orqan.i.aa t.Lon as developed by social
sts. The next section of this chapter is devoted to this
MAN, VALUES, AND ORGANIZATION
Certainly with the change that is manifest in contempor-
society, the structure of the bureaucratic system is suspect.
Bennis in his book, The Temporary Society, said:
... We predicted the end of bureaucracy as we know it
and the rise of new social systems better suited to the
twentieth-century demands of industrialization. This
forecast was based on the evolutionary principle that
every age develops an organizational form appropriate to
its genius, and that the prevailing form, known by socio-
logists as bureaucracy and by many business men as "damn I
bureaucracy," is out of joint with contemporary realities.
The age for which it was developed allowed bureaucracy
to serve a most useful function: it made for fair and predicta-
ble behavior on the part of employees. But in a protean society,
such as exists today, it is becoming increasingly clear that
such a system lacks the adaptive qualities needed to remain
viable.
One of the major factors in attempts to change concepts
of organizational life has been the blending of the talents of
the managers and social scientists. This has come about as the
lwarren G. Bennis and Philip E. Slater, The Temporary
Society (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 54.
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result of the feeling by the professional managers that their
institutions were not responsive to demands made of them. Many
of the joint efforts of managers and scientists were in the
irection of broader participation by the membership. Bennis
and Slater discuss this relationship maintaining that:
Many social scientists have played an important role
in this development toward humanizing and democratizing
large-scale bureaucracies. The contemporary theories of
McGregor, Likert, Argyris and Blake have paved the way
to a new social architecture. l
It seems that the genius of our age that is transforming
organizations comes from this group and their colleagues.
Probably no author's work has provided more impetus to the
development theory than Douglas McGregor's classic, The Human
Side of Enterprise. In that treatise, McGregor made a survey
pf the literature on management in an effort to ascertain the
prevailing philosophy. He presented his results in a non-
judgemental way and dichotomized them into two groups. He
labeled the two "Theory X" and "Theory Y".
The Theory X was illustrated by three basic assumptions
about the nature of man in relation to work.
1. Work is neither natural nor a congenial activity for
the average man. Given the choice, he would prefer to
do almost anything else.
2. This average man must be compelled to work. It must be
a matter of survival, and the threat of dismissal or of
other sanctions must be employed to insure that he will
not indulge his natural penchant for not working.
3. If he must work, this average man would at any rate
prefer not to think. Analyzing and making decisions are
1 Ibid., p. 3.
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hardly more congenial to him than work itself; he must
therefore, be ~iven detailed and continuing guidance as
to what to do.
Obviously, such a view of human nature leads to the con-
elusion that man will require close supervision. It leaves
little room for individual discretion. The bureaucratic struc-
ture with its mechanistic operations borrowed from the military
certainly seems useful in the management when one has such a
concept of human nature. This contention was supported by
Bennis, who wrote:
First of all, it is interesting to note that modern
industrial organization has been based roughly on the anti-
quated system of the military. Relics of the military
system of thought can still be found in terminology such
as "line and staff," "standard operating procedure,"
Iltable of organization," and so on. Other remnants can be
seen in the emotional and mental assumptions regarding
work and motivation held today by some managers and indus-
trial consultants. 2
Some of the assumptions he alluded to can be found in
the work of McGregor, who enumerated these:
4. The average man is by nature indolent--he works as
little as possible.
5. He lacks ambition, dislikes responsibility, prefers to
be led.
6. He is inherently self-centered, indifferent to organi-
za tional needs.
7. He is by nature resistant to change.
8. He is gullible, not very bri~ht, the ready dupe of the
charlatan and the demogogue.
lSaul Gellerman, The Mana~ement of liuman Relations
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wlnston, 1966), p. 49.
2Be nnis and Slater, . cit., p. 5.
3Douglas McGregor, "The Human Side of Enterprise,"
Organizations and Human Behayior:. F,ocuson Schools, .ed .. Fred
D. Carver and Thomas J. Serglovannl (New York: McGraw-lilll
Book Co., 1969), p. 150.
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An enterprise composed of persons possessing such charac-
teristics would certainly warrant a very structured environment.
A manager who assumes that his workers have such a child-like
nature would provide a great deal of direction and control. He
would see the source of motivation most likely as from the
carrot and the stick.
The ultimate aim of management is to accomplish the pur-
poses for which the organization exists. When a worker joins
an organization he brings his own set of needs with him and he
is hired to help the organization meet its needs. Many times
these two sets of needs are incongruent and some method of
ameliorating the difference between the two is needed. Cer-
tainly, the needs of the individual cannot be overlooked, but
it must be recognized that without the satisfaction of the
needs of the organization there is no justification for its
existence.
There seems to be little doubt that there is a diff~r-
ence in the goals of the individual and those of certain types
of organizations. Argyr made a study of the basic makeup of
a healthy mature individual and the demands of traditional
organizations and found them to be essentially antithetical.
The healthy individual was seeking to grow toward a greater
maturity and the management structure attempted to maintain him
at a child-like state of passiveness. The basic task of manage-
ment was to motivate the worker to perform his assigned duties
. th . ff" 1W~- max~mum e ~c~ency.
lGellerman, op. cit., pp. 43-48.
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The traditional view of motivation held that man, as an
economic creature, could be motivated by financial rewards, and
if you increased the rewards, he would increase his productivity.
This carrot and stick theory of motivation would seem to be open
to question if one considers the need for increased direction
and control that is implicit in McGregor's Theory X.
THE NEEDS OF MAN
A new theory of motivation of man based on his needs
system holds some promise for the solution to this dilemma.
This theory, developed by Abraham Maslow, may lay to rest the
traditional carrot and stick theory. It is based on the
premise that man possesses an infinite number of needs and
that those needs are arranged in a hierarchal order based on
the strength of their prepotency. The motivational process
involving these needs was described as a straight line process
by French, who saw it in this manner:
The individual has needs (we will consider motive and
tensions as synonymous with needs); he perceives alterna-
tive goals or outcomes which have the potential to satisfy
these needs; activity occurs: and if the desired outcome
is achieved, satisfaction results. l
Another treatment of the motivation process, that of
Victor H. Vroom, saw it as being based on valence and expectancy.
Vroom explains that a person's motivation toward an
action at a particular time is determined by the antici-
pated values of all the outcomes {positive and negative}
lwendell French, The Personnel Management Process (Bos-
ton: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1974), p. 91.
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of the action, multiplied by the strength of a person's
expectation that the action will lead to the outcome
sought., ~n other words, motivation is the product of
the antJ.c1pated values from an action and the perceived
probability that these values will be achieved by the
action. The anticipated value is called "valence", and
it is defined as the strength of a person's preference
for one outcome in relation to others. The perceived
probability is called "expectancy", and it is defined as
the strength of belief that a particular act will be
followed by a particular outcome. Motivation is defined
as the strength of drive toward action.
The motivational relationship is expressed in the
following formula:
Valence X expectancy = motivationl
The significance of needs as motivators can be appre-
ciated when viewed in the context of these two models. If a
need serves as a motivator and the strength of that motivation
is determined by the person's perception of the ability of a
particular action to satisfy the need, then it is important to
understand what a person's needs are.
It is no longer possible to consider man's needs as
just those of food, shelter, and clothing. They are, rather,
infinite and fit into a hierarchal structure. This hierarchy
ranges from the lower high priority needs to the higher less
potent ones. Maslow theorized that once a need was satisfied,
it stopped serving as a motivator and it was replaced by the
next higher need on the hierarchy. He explained the process
in this manner:
At once other (and higher) needs emerge and these,
rather than physiological hungers dominate the organism.
And when these in turn are satisfied, again new (and
10 .avJ.s, Ope c I t , , p , 60.
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still higher) needs emerge, and so on. This is what he
meant by saying the basic human needs are organized into
a hierarchy of prepotency.l
This hierarchy of prepotency would include in order of
priority: physiological needs, safety needs, belongingness and
love needs, esteem needs and the needs for self-realization. 2
When a need is demanding satisfaction, it excludes all others
from consciousness and serves as the focal point of man's
behavior. The degree to which a need can affect the organism
can be appreciated if one realizes that the attempt to satisfy
it colors his perception of the world around him. For example,
the thirsty man on the desert sometimes visualizes the presence
of water in the form of mirages in an effort to satisfy his
physiological need for water.
Once a need is satisfied, the person tends to lapse into
a temporary state of satiation and the need system is dormant.
However, because of the infiniteness of the system, there is
another desire replacing the satisfied one, and it motivates
the person toward another goal. All too often, man sets a goal
and thinks, "If only I can satisfy this goal, then I will be
happy. II Unfortunately, this state of happiness is only a
plateau and soon the need system is put into operation again.
This seeming insatiability was recognized by Maslow who con-
tended that, IIMan is a wanting animal and rarely reaches a
IAbraham MaSlow, Motivation and Personality (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 19'0), p. 3~.
2 I b i d., p. 46.
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s. The increasing of rewards for the lower level needs
create problems not imagined. The problem can be under-
if considered in this way:
Physiological needs are essentially finite. Man can
be surfeited on them so that more of them actually harm
them. He can have too much water, , or warmth, and,
in fact, he sometimes oversupplies f with them. He
takes too much for his own good. The same relationship
appears to hold true for safety and security needs. He
can be or feel so safe that he soon becomes careless or
defenseless. He can feel so secure that his drives and
independence fade away, until he becomes fully dependent
on others. 2
The person who develops this dependency on others tends
to become robot-like in the organizational environment, doing
his programmed tasks in much the same way that the machines do.
His personal discretion is minimal and, justifiably so, because
the reasons for his labor are to satisfy his basic physiologi-
cal needs. His higher level needs are met away from the work-
place and so his energies are allocated on this basis.
In recent years, one of the areas of concern in the
organizational psychology field has been that which deals with
what brings about job satisfaction. This is based on the
premise that a happy worker will be a productive worker. One
of the more significant studies in this area was that of
lIbido, p. 24.
2oavis, op , c 0' p. 47.
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ick Herzberg and his colleagues. Their effort is of
interest because it related to Maslow's needs theory
regard to job satisfaction.
The impetus for the Herzberg study came from a review of
existing literature on industrial motivation. As a result
that study, they found that job factors actually fall into
two categories, satisfiers and dissatisfiers. They undertook
an effort to ascertain, through the use of in-depth interviews
with accountants and engineers, what made them satisfied or
dissatisfied with their jobs.
The methodology Herzberg employed involved asking the
interviewees to think of a time when they felt particularly good
about their job and when they felt particUlarly bad about this
or a previous job. The respondent was then asked to elaborate
on the conditions that contributed to those feelings. The re-
suIts indicated that different conditions caused good feelings
than those which caused bad ones. As a result, Herzberg stated
that some job factors contributed to job satisfaction and others
to dissatisfaction and the two were not the same factors.
Sergiovanni, who replicated the study using teachers and obtain-
ing the same results, discussed Herzberg's findings:
Herzberg hypothesized that some factors were satis-
fiers when present but not dissatisfiers when absent;
other factors were dissatisfiers, but when eliminated 1
as dissatisfiers did not result in positive motivation.
l'I'homas J. Sergiovanni, "Factors Which Affect Satisfac-
tion and Dissatisfaction of Teachers," Organizations and Human
Behavior: Focus on Schools, eds. Carver and Sergiovanni, op.
clt:., p. 2 :4 § •
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The factors that tended to dissatisfy the workers when
were not present were related to the work environment and,
Sergiovanni suggested, the fact that those dissatisfiers
not present did not bring about job satisfaction. Herzberg
to these factors as hygiene factors and contended that
presence would preclude dissatisfaction. He said:
Factors involved in these situations we call factors
of hygiene, for they act in a manner analogous to the
pr inciples of medical hygiene. Hygiene operat.es to remove
health hazards from the environment of man. It is not a
curative; it is, rather, a preventive. Modern garbage
disposal, water purification, and air pollution control do
not cure diseases, but without them we should have many
more diseases. Similarly, when there are deleterious
factors in the context of the job, they serve to bring
about poor job attitudes. Improvement in these factors
will srrve to remove the impediments to positive job atti-
tudes.
The term maintenance was also used to describe these
tors because they were needed to maintain employee satisfac-
at a reasonable level. The factors that fit into this
category or job context included "supervision, interpersonal
relations, physical working conditions, salary, company policies
and administrative policies, benefits and job security.1I 2
It is interesting to note that these are the very areas
that companies tend to work on to improve the work situation
through some form of human relations or work incentive program.
If Herzberg is right, such efforts will prevent dissatisfaction
lprederick Herzberg, Bernard Mausner, and Barbara Bloch
Snyderman, Tl1eMotivation to Work (New York: John Wiley and Sons
Inc., 1959), p. 113.
2 I b i d., p. 113.
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will not bring about satisfaction because, "When these
tors deteriorate to a level below which the employee con-
s acceptable, then job dissatisfaction ensues. However,
reverse does not hold true."l
In order to obtain the reverse effect other factors known
motivators must be developed. In essence then, the satis-
satisfaction, the worker is motivated. These motivators are
found in the work situation and include achievement, recognition,
itself, responsibility, and advancement. 2
Herzberg further distinguished between the two types of
factors, saying:
It should be understood that both kinds of factors
meet the needs of the employee; but it is primarily the
IImo t i va t or s ll that serve to bring about the kind of job
satisfaction and, as we saw in the section dealing with
the effects of job attitudes, the kind of improvement in 3
performance that industry is seeking from its work force.
The difference between the two can be further explained
if one were to consider them as intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vators. The former related to the actual doing of the job and
the accomplishment of the task served as its own reward; there-
fore, the work serves as its own motivator. The extrinsic
motivators, that are the maintenance ones, occur away from,
1lbid., p. 113.
2Ibid., p. 60.
3I b i d., p. 114.
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q:r after work and, therefore, satisfaction cannot be derived on
t.he job but must be realized elsewhere. A look atmanagement1s
attempts to motivate over the past few decades would find most
of their efforts confined to the extrinsic type, as illustrated
by fringe benefits, salary increases and company recreational
Iprograms.
The evidence outlined at the beginning of this chapte:r
:regarding the effect of constant change on organizations would
suggest that people are upset by change and have difficulty
accept.ing it. The organization must become aware of the em-
ployees' attitudes, aspirations, and purposes if they are to
get them to accept change. The reliance on authority, and the
use of direction and control to maintain it, is no longer a
viable way to motivate workers to the increased productivity
management needs. The changing concept of the nature of man
that social scientists are presenting is requiring a new look
at managerial philosophy. The shortcomings of the older phil-
osophy and its implication were spelled out by McGregor, who
said, "Many managers would agree that the effectiveness of their
organizations would be at least doubled if they could discover
2how to tap the human potential present in their human resources."
The tapping of that potential is the task of modern man-
agement. The old ideology of closer supervision and increased
I. . t 56Davls, op. Cl 'f p. .
2 4McGregor, op , c i.t ; , p. l ,
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control is being replaced by a new philosophy. This new phil-
6sophy, based on the current re~earch in the behavioral sciences,
has a more positive view of man. It relies on self-direction and
the integration of the goals of the individual with those of the
organization.
Implicit in this philosophy is the recognition of the
hierarchal needs system of Maslow and the data of Herzberg about
the motivational ability of higher level needs. The continued
satisfaction of the lower level economic needs is no longer suf-
ficient in a post-industrial society of full employment and com-
prehensive social security because after they have been satisfied,
they no longer serve as motivators. The source of the individ-
ual's motivation is found in the higher level needs such as
esteem and self-realization.
The efforts to allow the individual to satisfy these high
level needs are not readily successful because all of the needs
are on a continuum and the individual people affected may not be
located at the same point in the process. In spite of this dif-
ficulty, the importance of satisfying these needs was well illus-
trated by Herzberg, who maintained that:
The concept of self-actualization, or self-realization,
as a man's ultimate goal has been focal to the thought of
many personality theorists. For such men as Jung, Adler,
Sullivan, Rogers, and Goldstein the supreme goal of man is
to fulfill himself as a creative, unique individual accord-
ing to his own innate potentialities and within the limits
of reality. When he is deflected from this goal he becomes
'1 d '1 ,,1as Jung says, lI a cr~pp e an~ma.
IHerzberg, cp. cit., p. 114.
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Man's life gains its purpose from his pursuit of his
J.Ildividual goals. If he is not able to realize the satisfaction
of his goals in one area he will seek other areas to do so, but
in the allocation of his energies, the significant portion of
them will be saved for the areas of greatest satisfaction.
Probably no greater portion of a person's Ii is devoted to
endeavors other than to his work. Seemingly, this should be the
area where he obtains very great satisfaction. Unfortunately,
this does not appear to be the case, as evidenced by the increas-
ing amount of absenteeism, turnover, strikes, and sabotage at
workplace.
The work of psychologists suggests that the effects of
frustration are usually aggression and anxiety. The expression
of aggression, however, is socially unacceptable except in cer-
tain prescribed ways and therefore unless those ways are used,
further frustration can result. The usual methods of dealing
with frustration are to tackle it head-on, retreat from it, or
to develop new goals. In the organizational arena, these frus-
trations may be manifested by strike or sabotage in the first
case, absenteeism, quitting or apathy in the second case and
accepting the organization's goals, or just going outside the
organization for satisfaction of their goals in the third
instance.
The basic problem seems to be in the organization's and
the individual's perceptions of one another's goals. There is
a lack of congruence between the two. The resulting dysfunction
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the source of many of the modern organizational problems.
main difficulty seems to be management's continued reliance
motivational factors that see man as ceasing to grow in
ity; this, in spite of the individual's desire to be
to continue to grow unimpeded.
No one would suggest that it was possible to let every
proceed in his efforts to self-realization unimpeded.
the other hand, since "Theory XII approache.s don't seem to
management must find some way of achieving congruence
the goals and the needs of employees. Complete con-
of goals is unlikely but, certainly, it is hoped that
can be more compatible. One method likely to accomplish
s involves an attempt to integrate the goals of the individ-
1 with those of the organization.
With the managerial philosophy espoused in UTheory Xu,
h an integration is not possible because management must
ize its authority. This, according to the theory, results
loss of direction and control. These results are not seen
as necessary, however, if one subscribes to McGregor's UTheory
Y". This theory, though not diametrically opposed to UTheory Xu,
was a significant shift and it rested on two markedly different
principles, integration and self-direction. The assumptions
underlying this theory, according to McGregor, were:
1. Management is respons~ble fororganizi~gthe el~ments
of productive enterprlse--money, ~aterlals, equlpment,
people--in the interest of economlC ends.
2. People are not by nature passive or resistant.to organ-
ization needs. They have become so as a result of
experience in organizations.
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3. The mC?tivation, the potential for development, the
c~paclty for,assuming responsibility, the readiness to
dlrect behavlor toward organizational goals are all
present in people. Management does not put them there.
It is the responsibility of management to make it pos-
sible for people to recognize and develop these human
characteristics for themselves.
4. The essential task of management is to arrange organi-
zational conditions and methods of operation so that
people can achieve their own goals best bydirectin1their own efforts toward organizational objectives ..
Theory Y, then, saw management a.s a fac itator, whose
tion was to bring together the needs of the individual and
se of the organization, in an organizational setting most
ted for maximizing them both. The recognition. that man is
f-directed was mandatory if this philosophy was to be
epted. This was not to say that every person had the same
of self-direction, but in a matrix society such as exists
it is necessary to recognize that every person has the
ity for self-direction and structures must be adapted to
se unique needs. This selective adaptation process, as
egor called it, can only work with a change of ideology
the nature of man, one that will allow the discovery and
lization of everyone's potential. 2
The key to any real change in society's organizations
ts with a changing philosophy of man in practice as well as
in theory. Using this as a basis, the unique needs of the
individual must be sought and ways found to help him satisfy
lMcGregor, op. cit., p. 154.
2 I b i d., pp. 103-106.
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the work environment. This will not be done unless he
input into it at the beginning of the process because
integration at the outset, it cannot take place. Such
will not occur, however, unless there is a marked change
leadership style.
THE SELECTION OF A LEADERSHIP STYLE
The primary responsibility for the introduction of
cnange~s, like those discussed by Maslow, Herzberg, and McGregor,
with the leadership of the organization. Their success
effectively integrating such changps will depend in no small
on the leadership they provide. It is for this reason
they must be aware of the various leadership styles and
factors that point to their appr ]riateness.
This is no small task and it is fraught with complica-
There is a variety of factors that must b~ taken into
ideration as to the appropriateness of a leadership style
each should be thoroughly explored. Tannenbaum and Schmidt,
their study of the leadership selection process, proposed
there were three factors that influenced the selection.
factors or forces were those found in the manager, those
found in the subordinates and those found in the situation. l
The forces in himself that a leader should look at as
lRobert Tannenbaum and Warren H. Schmidt, "How to Choose
a Leader ship Pa t tern I II Human Rela.tions in Management, eds ,
S. G. Huneryager and I. L. Heckmann (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-
Western Publishing Company, 1967), p. 295.
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of this selection, according to Tannenbaum were, "his
value system, his confidence in his subordinates, his
leadership inclinations and his feelings of security in an
ertain situation. 1I 1
The importance of the influence that these factors wield
the selection of a leadership style was emphasized by Tannen-
Wg,"U', when he wrote:
The manager brings these and other highly personal
variables to each situation he faces. If he can see them
as forces which, consciously or unconsciously, influence
his behavior, he can understand what makes him prefer to
act in a given way. And understanding this, he can often
make himself more effective. 2
The importance of the philosophy of the manager, pre-
viously pointed out by McGregor, and re-emphasized here, is
unquestionable, but it is interrelated with the type of people
to be led and, so, one must understand the nature of his subor-
dinates. In light of the trend toward greater freedom in organ-
izational life, it would seem wise to look at what characteris-
tics people should have 'Who are to be led in that manner.
Tannenbaum proposed that, before selecting such a leadership
pattern, the leader should determine to what degree his subor-
inates have:
1. A relatively high need for independence.
2. A readiness to assume responsibility for decision making.
3. A relatively high tolerance for ambiguity.
4. An interest in the problem and feel that it is important.
lIbid., p. 296.
2I b i d., pp. 296-297.
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5. An understanding of and can identify with the goals of
the organization.
6. The necessary knowledge and experience to deal with the
problem.
7. Learned to share in decision making .. l
Even if the philosophy of the manager is consistent with
forces in the subordinates, it does not guarantee success
the style of leadership he chooses because the context they
in must be considered. The situational factors can
istort the others to such a degree that an otherwise good
may seem inappropriate. An example of such a situation
be the imposition of authoritarian measures in the United
during a national emergency. The first two factors are
same but the nature of the situation dictates a different
of leadership. Generally, a leader should consider the
lowing before selecting the type of leadership pattern he
1 use in a situation:
1. The type of organization involved.
2. The effectiveness of the group.
3. The nature of the problem that is calling for leade2ship.4. The amount of time available to develop a solution.
Tannenbaum hypothesized that by taking these factors into
consideration the leader could select the proper leadership
pattern more effectively. He saw the choices as existing on a
continuum ranging from an autocratic style on the one pole to a
free reign type on the other. In between these two extremes he
had a variety of styles each differing in degree from its
IIbid., p. 297.
2 I b i d . , pp. 298-299.
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SD:redE~C4essor by the amount of subordinate involvement in the
sion making role.
In Figure 2, which is a replication of his model, the
....~'u. ...<;;oS of the decision making process with the leader-
style can be seen.
It seems, then, that if the manager is to make his organ-
ion responsive to the changes being demanded of it, he must
the best way to do it and then provide them with the
eader shi.p to develop that capability. Even though participa-
seems to be the best way to develop that capability, the
must keep in mind that its effectiveness is contingent
the factors mentioned by Tannenbaum. Lippit also noted that
success is tied to a number of variables, maintaining that:
The amount of appropriate participation, involvement,
and delegation is not only related to the skills of the
leader and the ability of the group members, but also to
the nature of the existential situation as it is influenced
by organizational needs, response to the environment, and
the interfacing process in the human subsystems of the
organization. l
In essence then, when a leader elects to use a partici-
leadership style, its success will be determined by how
1 he has analyzed the forces at work in the situation.
Therefore, one must recognize that participation will vary in
degree depending upon the makeup of the organization or the
group.
1. . t . t P 87Llppl, op. Cl.,. ".
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF PARTICIPATION
The origins of participation are rooted in the nature of
Man by his nature desires to participate in things that
t his life. The democratic ideals that are espoused in
ican life have their origins in this desire for participa-
The function of the primary institutions of American
has been to develop with the youth of the society an appre-
for the principles of democracy and the need to practice
principles.
In spite of this national commitment to democratic ideals
the desire to have people practice them through sharing in
4<:::,-~",ions that shape their destiny, one finds the idea to be
a theory than a reality in the industrial society. Ralph
se perceived participation as having diffused from religion
government and finally to business. He described this
ion and its evolution in this manner:
Two thousand years ago we had participation in the
religion which has come to dominate the Western world.
Two hundred years ago we put this essential element in
our political and social structure. We are just beginning
to realite that we ought to put participation in business
as well.
Besse's statement, written in the late 1950's, seemed to
signalling a new era in management. The concept was gaining
acceptance at this time but it was not new to the industrial
scene. One can go as far back as the early part of this century
lRalph M. Besse, "Business Statesmanship," Personnel
~dministration, 20:12, January-February, 1957.
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find it suggested that there was a need to democratize indus-
organizations. At that time, the U.S. Congress, possibly
response to the impending war in Europe, appointed a committee
study the state of American industrial society. The results
that study were discussed by Robert Schwab in a discussion of
ipation. He stated:
Actually, the idea of participation isn't new--it is
probably as old as the human values that brought democracy
into the system of world governments. In our country back
in 1912, the Congress of the United States appointed a
Commission on Industrial Relations, which made an inten-
sive study of the problems of the industrial organization.
Among their findings, issued in 1914, this Commission says,
"The question of industrial relations assigned by the
Congress to the Commission for invest.igation is more fun-
damental and of greater importance to the welfare of the
nation than any other question except, perhaps the form of
government. The only hope for the solution of the tremen-
dous problems created by industrial relations lies in the
effective use of our democratic institutions and in the. 1
rapid extension of the principles of democracy to industry."
In spite of the urgent plea of the committee to extend the
iples of democracy to industry to help solve their human
lations problems the committee's requests went unheeded. Except
a few isolated cases, the old traditional methods were used
guide organizational life. Some notable scientific attempts
implementing participation were tried during the interim
the Commission report and the 1950's. The most noteworthy
these were the efforts of Mayo, Bavelas, and Coch and French.
of these efforts were attempts by social scientists to satis-
torily introduce change into a group.
lRobert E. Schwab, "Participation Management:--The Solution
to the Human Relations Problems," Selected Readin l.n Mana ement,
ed. Fremont A. Shull (Homewood, II l.no1.s: R1.chard D. Irw1.n Inc.,
1958) t p. 229.
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Mayo's study, made at a Western Electric plant, was de-
to measure the effect of different types of illumination
worker productivity. As a part of their design, they allowed
of the workers the opportunity to select their own break
and it resulted in an increased productivity. This was not
only causitive factor but it was contributory and it also
them aware of the part that participation played in change.
Another important finding made by the Mayo group was the
recognition of the informal work group. This was a group of
workers formed as a sort of protection from the dehumanization
of the formal group. These groups, although not considered to
be very effective by the researchers, were identified by them
and the need to work with them suggested. The importance of
such groups in an industrial setting is that they can serve as
an organized effort to resist change. Management, perceiving
these groups to be antagonistic to their goals, began to develop
human relations programs to cope with them. l
Society was becoming more and more competitive and in
order to survive, companies were demanding greater productivity.
Many of the changes being implemented at this time, whether they
were technological or structural, were developed for that pur-
pose. As was noted earlier in this paper, there was a resistance
to such changes and it came in the human subsystem of the organ-
ization and, so, much of the research in work groups was designed
to find ways of making change palatable.
IGellerman, op. cit., pp. 28-32.
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Bavelas' research, conducted with a group of employees
a sewing machine operation, was designed to find out the
fect of participation in setting work standards. The subject
group, a superior work team, was asked to develop their own
production standard. The group did this by holding a series
of meetings and they agreed on a new rate of 85 units. The new
rate was successfully met and they were then asked to set a new
standard. The second standard proved to be too high and they
had to readjust it. When it was dropped to 90 units, they were
able to meet and maintain that level. l
Coch and French, working with a group of sewing machine
operators, reported findings that were generally in agreement
with Bavelas'. They divided the operators into three groups
and used three different ways of introducing a change into the
groups to see which way was most effective. In the first group,
the change was just announced, in the second group, representa-
tives were chosen to discuss the change before it was made, and
in the third group, the membership met to discuss the change
before it was implemented. The results found the first group
unable to handle the change and they eventually had to be dis-
banded, the second group was able to return to their previous
level of proficiency after a two week delay, and the third
group improved their performance after a period of time allowed
1Keith Davis, "The Case for Participative Management,"
Human Relations in Management, eds. Huneryager and Heckman,
op. cit., p. 616.
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for adjustment. l
All of these studies found that participation can facil-
itate the introduction of change and the reason for this success
may be found in Kahn's work on role behavior. He theorizes that
man, as he goes about the task of living in society, fills a
number of different positions or roles--father, churchmember,
husband, employee, etc. Each of these roles requires a certain
behavior and that behavior is based on the perceptions of a
variety of different people. Each of these perceptions are
ideas of what the person sees as the proper behavior for the
role. The role incumbent or the person in the role has a theory
of what the appropriate behavior is, his peer group in that role
has a theory and others outside of the group have a theory. If
all of these percept.ions of the role are in agreement, the role
is a pleasant one, but if they are in disagreement, it can
result in role conflict for the incumbent.
A person can experience conflict when the goals of the
formal organization expect a type of behavior from him that is
incongruent with his informal peer group. This conflict can be
very damaging and the person usually seeks ways of alleviating
it. This may take the form of a defense mechanism or some other
form of withdrawal, or resisting the formal organization by
participation in an informal group, or the acceptance of the
goals of the formal organization as his own. A convergence of
lIbid., p. 142.
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the goals of the two groups can drastically d nish the con-
flict in such a situation and participation, with its give and
take, is one method of accomplishing this. l
It was evident, on the basis of the material cited thus
far, that contemporary society was changing. Man's needs were
becoming much more complex and his expectations on the job were
more sophisticated. He no longer accepted gratification of
lower level needs as a source of motivation and, as Maslow and
Herzberg pointed out, man was seeking greater personal fu1fil1-
ment on the job asa requisite for maximum efficiency.
The old bureaucratic structure with its negative concept
of man was unable to respond to this changing environment and,
as McGregor suggested in his "Theory Y", a new type of structure
was needed. One that allows the members to participate in its
operation seems to be successful. The trend toward this new
type of structure and some of its causes was spelled out by
Duncan Neuhauser, who found that:
In recent decades, the U. S. workforce has become more
highly educated, more professionalized and the tasks more
complex. This would suggest the general trend toward more
flexible, participatory, organiC, structures throughout
the economy.2
The seeds of participatory management have long existed
in the national values system, but the need for their imp1emen-
lRobert L. Kahn, "Role Conflict and Ambiguity in Organi-
zations " Human Relations in Management, eds. Huneryager and
Heckman: op. cit., pp. b42-64~.
20uncan Neuhauser, "The Hospital As A Matrix Organiza-
tion," Ho~p~tal Administration, 17:14, Fall, 1972.
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tation and the conditions necessary to allow them to reach
fruition have only recently begun to appear in measurable
amounts. Manag.ement's evolving concept of the nature of man
in the workplace, the new motivational concepts developed by
Maslow and Herzberg and the general climate of change in
America today, have probably provided the fertile soil for
those seeds. The key to the whole process seems to be change
and the need to develop the capability to cope with it. The
evidence being developed in research seems to indicate that
when workers are allowed to participate in implementing a
change it is more likely to succeed. Bennis and Slater feel
that this is the only option open to management in a rapidly
changing society. They state their contention in this way:
Our position is, in brief, that democracy (whether
capitalistic or socialistic is not at issue here) is the
only system that can successfully cOPr with the changing
demands of contemporary civilization.
They went on to cite some research done at M.l.T. that
illustrated support for their contention. The results of that
research on organization and communication indicated that:
Specifically: for simple tasks under static conditions,
an autocratic, centralized structure, such as has charac-
terized most industrial organizations in the past, is
quicker, neater, and more efficient. But for adaptabi~ity
to changing conditions, for rapid acceptance of a new 1dea,
for "flexibility in dealing with novel problems, generally
high morale and loyaltyll ... the more egalitarian or decen-
tralized type seems to work better. 2
IBennis and Slater, Ope cit., p. 2.
2 Ibid., P> 5.
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It is becoming increasingly clear that the static condi-
tions conducive to autocratic leadership are disappearing and
that today's workers are demanding a part in the changes that
affect their lives. If these demands are not met it can lead
to a psychologically damaging situation that can cause worker
resistance to proposed changes. Lippit saw participation as a
way of lessening this resistance and pointed out some of the
implications of such a course of action. He suggested that:
Resistance to change will be less intense when those
to be affected, or those who believe they might be affected,
know why a change is being made and what the advantages
are. This can be done most effectively by letting them
participate in the actual planning. Besides helping them
to understand the when, what, where, and why of a change,
participation eases any fears that management is hiding
something from them. In addition, participation can stim-
ulate many good ideas from those best acquainted with the
problem that necessitates the change. It also alerts a
leader to potential problems that might arise when the
change is implemented. Such an approach, because people
tend to better understand what they create, also advanta-
geously involves people in the diagnostic and creative
processes. Thus, if they help make the diagnosis, they
more readily accept the prognosis--which is to say that
the employees can seldom be treated like a doctor treats
a patient, by mysterious prescription. l
Improved communication up and down the structure seems
to be a benefit derived from participation. It is important
that management recognize that the continued existence of em~
ployee desires to share in decisions on change is as certain
as the continuing climate of change. They must devote proper
attention to understanding it. For, as Keith Davis warned:
1.. . t P 150Ll.PP1t, op. C1 'f' •
ner,
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~he basic demand. of employees to participat.e is not a
passJ.ng fancy. It J.S rooted deep in the culture of free
men around the world., and it is probably a basic drive in
. the nature of man h1~S~lf .. Be~ause of its significance
and permanence, part1c1pat1on 1S the kind of practice to
which managers need to devote long-range efforts. It
affords a means of building some of the human values
needed at work. l
Recognizing the fact that the desire to participate is a
very fundamental one and that its presence on the organization
scene is a permanent one, the author feels compelled to describe
the form it usually takes. The next section of this chapter is
devoted to that task.
TOWARD A DEFINITION
Participation can take a number of forms but there are
two features that seem to be common to all the various types.
First of all, because it must involve people, it can be viewed
as a social act and secondly, there must be sharing or taking
part in something to have participation. In essence, then,
all participation is the taking part or sharing in a social
situation.
One distinguishing characteristic is that there are
varying degrees of involvement in the process. Anyone who has
ever watched a work group knows this. Some people seem to be
only superficially involved, performing in a perfunctory man-
and others are actively engrossed energetically doing
their tasks. The first person appears to be in agreement with
IDavis, op. cit., p. 151.
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the goals of the group because he is a part of the group but
the second person appears committed to the goals because he
wants to see them met.
The difference between the two types of involv.ement is
one of degree.. Everyone is physically involved in the process
of participation, but we are hypothesizing that the more active
members are also emotionally involved. This can be accomplished
by having them believe in and feel a responsibility for the
goals of the group. Such an attitude tends to maximize perfor-
mance. Davis recognized the importance of greater commitment
and the effect it had on participation when he defined partici-
pation as the, "mental and emotional involvement of a person in
a group situation which encourages him to contribute to group
goals and share responsibility in them. "I
One form that this type of participation often takes is
that of allowing the subordinates to share in developing organ-
izational goals or planning new changes. In either case, it
requires that the employees be allowed to take part in organi-
zational decision making. In this connection, it is important
to recognize that decision making is a sequential process and
not a single isolated act. The popular conceptualization of
the lonely solitary figure making a great decision is more
fiction than fact.
Tannenbaum and Massarik, in their study of decision
making, saw it as a three step process, and although there are
IIbid., pp. 151-152.
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other models with more. steps, theirs wl'll suf f i.ce f or; purposes
of illustration. According to the three step model, when a
problem develops, the first step is to determine all of the
poss£ble solutions for it. Then, each solution must be con-
sidered on its own merits and then on its advantages in rela-
tion to the other solutions. The final step then is to select
the choice that seems most appropriate in light of the facts.
As a result of this, one can see that decision making is a
systematic process rather than a solitary act.
Tannenbaum theorizes that people who make up the group
can only participate in the first two steps of the decision
making process. The final act of deciding rests solely with the
leader. l Be that as it may, the fact still remains that there
is an opportunity for members to participate in decision making
as it relates to their lives in the organization.
The role of decis£on making typically has rested with
management because they have had the authority to insure that
the decision is carried out. Griff saw decision making
as the responsibility of administration since they are charged
with regulating it in the most efficient manner possible. 2
The most proper manner would depend on the unique situation but
those decisions relating to the operation of the organization
2naniel E. Griffiths, Administrative Theory (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959), p. 73.
Chester I. Barnard in his classic book, The Function of
the Executive, emphasized that to locate the decision making
process in one person was unnaturaL He felt that:
The formulation of organization purposes or objectives
and the more general decisions involved in this process
and in those of action to carry them into effect are dis-
tributed in organizations, and are not, nor can they be,
concentrated or specialized to individuals except in a
minor degree. l
Decision making is dispersed from the top to the bottom
of the structure and its influence at the lower levels is most
important. Barnard suggested:
At the low levels decisions characteristically relate
to technologically correct conduct, so far as the action
is organization action. But it is at these low levels,
where ultimate authority resides, that the personal deci-
sions det.ermining willingness to contribute become of
relatively greatest aggregate importance. 2
Without a commitment to the goals on the lower levels
of an organization, there can be little true participation:
therefore, it is important that each person be allowed to par-
ticipate in organizational decision making, within the limits
of reality, to insure maximum contribution toward those goals.
As was pointed out previously, the success of many
organizational objectives is determined by the amount of com-
mitment the members have for those objectives. participation
1Chester I. Barnard, The Function of the Executive
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1938), p. 187.
2 1 b i d . , p , 192.
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is one method of strongly involving the members in the satis-
faction of those goals. It offers the subordinate the oppor-
tunity to help plan and create ideas and, thereby, gives them
a sense of ownership in the goals. This is most often accom-
plished by allowing subordinates to share in the decision
making process within the limits of their capabili t.Les ,
This, then, is what participation is and it helps to
explain why it is so effective in a changing environment.
NEW RESEARCH ON MANAGEMENT
There is some new research in the area of management
that has some implications for organizations that are attempt-
ing to become more participatory. This research has served
as the genesis for the situational or contingency management
theory. It is based on the idea that the unique factors in
the situation determine the type of management that should be
employed. This theory does not disregard participation but
rather it tries to make it contextually correct. Mockler dis-
cussed the role of participation in situational management,
saying:
Recent research has not abandoned the participative
approach; rather it has defined the areas in which partici-
pative management is and is not an effective management
tool and even more important, identified the kinds of
particip~tivemanagement ~ost effec~ive for ~iffe~ent 1
kinds of supervisors in d1fferent k1nds of s1tuat1ons.
lRobert J. Mockler, lIsituational Theory of Management,"
Harvard Business Review, 49:148, May/June, 1971.
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This philosophy has a special significance for the
present study because of the nature of the subject institution.
Hospitals are among the most complex organizations that humans
are called upon to direct. The skills level ranges from the
highly skilled medical team member with his collegial relation-
ship to the low level housekeeping employee with his hierarchal
structured management system.
Obviously, the professional medical team member, with
a great amount of personal discretion, requires a more open
management structure to coordinate activities than does the
low-skilled worker, whose activities are generally directed and
controlled by a formal structure. This differentiation is an
example of the situational management theory at work in the
hospital setting. The effectiveness of situational management
in this setting was documented by Neuhauser, who felt that:
contingency theory would suggest, and the empirical
evidence supports the idea, that this is fundamentally a
rational way to organize a hospital given the current
technology and tasks involved. It also explains the
persistance of this or~anizational form in thousands of
independent hospitals.
There is a basic problem that confronts the administra-
tion of such an organization, because of vast differentiation.
In spite of its importance, good coordination does not guarantee
an efficient operation of such an enterprise. "The problem
sets in when the amount of coordination required produces in-
formation overload in the hierarchy, and it fails to keep up
lDuncan Neuhauser, op. cit., p. 15.
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with the need for rapid and complex decisions. 1.1
Some of the possible solutions to this problem of
grating the efforts of diverse departments in a situational
system were discussed by Neuhauser, who suggested that:
The hierarchy can be strengthened by the use of staff
personnel, planning departments, assistants-to, clerical
personnel, etc. If this is not sufficient, lateral coor-
dinating mechanisms corne into play such as management
committees, work teams (e.g. the patient care team),
special integrat.ors (e.g. unit managers) or most frequently
direct contact between people in different departments.
Al.so there are structural changes which can be undertaken.
Decentralization and professionalizations can push complex
decisions down the hierarchy, however, at the price of
coordination between decentralized divisions or between
independent professionals. 2
Neuhauser goes on to state that some of these devices
seem to enjoy a greater amount of status than some of the
others. He proposed that:
Of these lateral coordinating devices, the most
prominent in hospitals are management committees, the
medical staff organization, unit managers and the patient
care team. The patient care team, consisting of the
physician in charge of the patient and those consultants
and paraprofessionals who aid and assist him, is.of great
importance when one considers that physicians initiate
most hospital activities and expenditures. 3
The difficulty with decentralized decision making in
the hospital setting seems to center in the problem of how to
maintain a coordinated method of managing d se talents and,
at the same time, avoid the inflexibility that can result from
lIbid., p , 15.
2I b i d., pp. 15-16.
3Ibid. r P . 16.
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an information overload in a hierarchalstru.·ct.ure. • 1 .1'\ soLutton
With the diversity of talents and the amount of change
taking place in the health care field, the administration of
modern hospitals is a difficult task. No single management
system is satisfactory and, to direct such an institution
effectively, a manager must be aware of a variety of management.
styles. As Neuhauser suggested:
They must be skilled in different management styles,
both participatory and hierarchal. They must maintain a
high degree of differentiation along departmental lines
and integrate them simultaneously. They must do so in
an industry where performance is exceedingly difficult to
measure. Not only is the state of the hospital as a
matrix organization complex, it is constantly changing.
Technologies are changing, levels of professional compe-
tence are increasing, and once-difficult tasks are being
routinized and taken over by less skilled people. The
hospital, with its participation by professional employees,
its difficulty in measuring performance and its potential
for abuse of multiple authority, calls for maintenance of
a high degree of goal congruence on the part of profes-
sional and paraprofessional workers. 2
The problem of leading such an organization is a most
difficult one. Because of the situational factors involved,
it is necessary to have a process by which the e
IIbid., p , 19.
2 I b ., p , 25.
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organization can be effectively moved. One method that may
provide the answer to the dilemma is organizational development.
This process, which sees organizations as systems, has gained
in popularity among management consultants in recent years. It
is a behavioral science approach that:
•.• Is a long-.-range effort to improve an organization's
problem-solvlng and renewal processes, particularly through
a more effective and collaborative management of organi-
zation culture--with special emphasis on the culture of
the formal work teams--with the assistance of a change
agent, or catalyst, and the use of the theory and technol~gy
of applied behavioral science, including 'action research.
Although it is not the intent of this paper to provide
an exhaustive study of this process, it is necessary for the
author to point out some of organizational development's basic
features to provide an understanding of how it works. There
must be some guidelines or goals developed to provide the
group with some guidance about their changing role. French
and Bell saw this as an integral part of the process, sharing
in importance with improved problem solving and renewal
processes. They said, "Thus, along with ideas about improved
problem-solving and renewal processes are the important notions
of purpose and direction--all of which are central to organiza-
. ., "2tion development actlvltles.
The process is composed of a number of sequential steps
lwendell L. French and Cecil R. Bell, Jr., Organ~zat~onal
Develo ment: Behavioral ience Interventions for Or anlzatlon
Improvement Eng ewoo C 1 s, New Jersey: Prentlce-Ha Inc.,
1973), p. 15.
2 r b i d . , p. 16.
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tha t Lawrence listed as, "Diagnosis, Design, Action-PlanningO,
Implementation and Evaluation. "I The initial step, the diag-
nosis stage, is involved in the gathering of information.
This can be done in a number of ways but two of the more common
methods are the use of interviews or questionnaires with team
members. The purpose of this procedure is to find out as much
valid data about the organization as one can. Typically, a
third party interventionist is already involved in the process
at this stage.
After the data have been gathered, the interventionist
begins to develop a plan for the organization to move toward
the goals desired, utilizing the people in the group. This is
a difficult educative process because the basic premise of aD
is that, lithe only viable way to change organizations is to
change their 'culture', that is, to change the systems within
which people work and live." 2
This organizational culture consists of the formal and
the informal parts of the organization and requires that the
changes reach down to the very basic parts of the environment,
those that make up its philosophy. Bennis described the process
in those terms stating that:
lpaul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch, Develoeingorgani-
zations: .DiagnC)sis and Action (Reading, Mass.: Addlson-Wesley
PUblishing Co., 1969j, p. 49.
2W· G Bennf.s or<Janizational Development:. ItS. Nature,arren ... ,. .... ,.... 1· ·bl'h'
O . , d p.. ts (Readlng Mass.: Addlson-Wesey Pu a sri.i.nqrlglns, an .. rospec •..•• ..,
Co., 1969j, p. v ,
new plan. The purpose of this phase is to use the change agent's
data about the organization to help them develop the expertise
to deal with their environment in an ongoing way.
The next step is to put the action-plan into practice;
this the interventionist must do with a minimum of dysfunction
to the system. The method the interventionist chooses to
change the organization and the success of it, will depend in
large measure on how much valid data was generated in the
information gathering stage.
Regardless of the action-plan implemented, there is
still one more important phase of the development process.
This phase, the evaluation phase, is of consequence because it
illustrates the effectiveness of the intervention and provides
information for future renewal. The ongoing nature of the
process is illustrated by the fact that it is circular in oper-
ation with no ending point. The feedback mechanism measures
success or failure and provides data for further renewal.
IIbid., p. 2.
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The important features of the process, as defined by
French, are the fact that it is long ranged, its use of col-
laborative management to improve the organizational problem-
solving and renewal capabilities, and the use of an interven-
tionist to facilitate the process. The long range feature
points out the need for the process to be ongoing in nature.
The use of the collaborative management method points out the
need for allowing the members to participate in the change.
The problems are more easily handled at the spot where they
first appear and, therefore, the use of collaboration can help
them to make the organization aware of problems more quickly.
This may make the renewal capabilities much easier to develop.
The use of the third party person is designed to provide
objectivity to the whole process.
French felt that there were seven characteristics that
were unique to OD and they could be used to describe what it
is. They were:
1. An emphasis, although not exclusively so, on group and
organizational processes in contrast to substantive
content.
2. An emphasis on the work team as the key unit for learn-
ing more effective modes of organizational behavior.
3. An emphasis on the collaborative management of work
team culture.
4. An emphasis on the management of the culture of the
total system and total system ramifications.
5. The use of the action research model.
6. The use of a behavioral scientist change agent, or cata-
lyst. . 1
7. The view of the change effort as an ongolng process.
IFrench and Bell, Ope cit., pp. 19-20.
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In summary then, OD is designed to develop self-
correcting systems of people who learn to organize themselves
in a variety of ways according to the nature of their tasks,
and who continue to expand the choices available to the organ-
ization as it copes with the changing demands of a changing
environment. This is accomplished by improving the problem-
solving potential of the group, by educating them about how to
continuously identify human resources and by finding better
ways to allocate and expand them.
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR THIS STUDY
The subject institution in this study employed an indus-
trial psychologist as an interventionist to work with a work
team composed of middle management personnel in key positions
to help them develop greater participation in the operation of
their enterprise. The purpose was to make the organization
more responsive to the changes taking place in its internal
and external environment. The SUbject institution hoped to
accomplish this through the use of increased participation in
the decision making process of the organization regarding the
development of organizational goals.
One of the voids in the data gathering process of this
effort was a measurement of the perceptions of the group mem-
bers about the planned change to greater participation. This
was the author's purpose in this study, to measure those percep-
tions. This is why the study sought to review the literature
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on the effect of change on organizations, the changing concept
of man and the forces it takes to motivate him; to better
understand what was involved in the hospital's renewal process.
This will help to understand the transition of the organiza-
tion.
It should be clear that as organizations become more
complex it is no longer feasible to rely on a single manage-
ment pattern to operate them. The modern hospital is an exam-
ple of such an institution that requires a system that will
take into consideration the unique factors of the situation
and, yet, help it develop the ability to cope with change.
The OD process, with its action research format seems to pro-
vide that capability if the data gathered about it is valid.
Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
During a three month internship at Mercy Hospital in
Des Moines, Iowa the organization was studied, interviewing
management personnel, observing various departments in action,
attending administrative meetings, and read ing documents rela-
tive to the institution and its operation. These efforts
indicated that the hospital was involved in a process of renewal
aimed at increasing the participation of managerial personnel
in the long range planning of the enterprise.
The chief administrator, a member of the governing
religious order, the Sisters of Mercy, was committed to parti-
cipative management as a result of the directives to enact it
expressed in the Mercy Covenant and in Vatican I I. She had
rcy more respons
been involved in implementing these directives since the begin-
ning of her tenure in that position. She recognized the chang-
ing nature of health care with its increased public input and
technological sophistication, and she fel t that increased par-
ticipation by subordinates would help make
to those changes. This was of e spec 1 impor tance because of
the impending opening of a new wing buil t on a new concept of
hospital care called the
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call.e d. for increased automation of the routineThis plan
k an. d the elimination of some traditional hos-day to day tas s
pital concepts such as the nursing station. The nursing station
was to be replaced by a central communication system designed
to page nurses who were in that wing of the hospital.
to b· e a s i.nqLe patient room and most of the servicesroom was
would be self-contained in the room. The basic idea of the
plan was increased medical care for the lowest possible cost
and this was very important in an increasingly cost conscious
industry.
The renewal efforts cited in the first paragraph were
aimed at the human resources of the institution and the initial
area of development was the administrative staff. The only
available baseline for a starting point for the program was the
present management's perceptions of the previous administra-
tion's leadership pattern. The renewal program had been in
existence for three years at the time of the writer's intern-
ship, but there had been no effort to determine their progress.
The research assignment centered on a process to evaluate their
progress in that renewal--to describe the present state of the
effort, the possible future trends, and any possible problem
areas that might need further development.
THE INSTRUMENT
the
The first thing attempted was to under ke a review of
literature on participation to develop an understand of
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its evolution and some possible problems that it might en-it,
Afte r the review an instrument was sought that couldcounter. r
be used to objectively measure the progress of that process in
some descriptive manner.
The instrument that was selected was a modified version
of Rensis Likert's Profile of organizational Characteristics.
This version consisted of 19 items and a scale of 20 points
for each. The scale was divided into four parts cal systems;
each system represented a different management pa ttern and occu-
pied five points on the scale. The patterns from left to right
were exploitive-authoritative, benevolent-authoritative, con-
sultative, and participative group.
The scale used was similar to the original version with
the same systems and measuring six of the same organizational
characteristics. The major difference between the two versions
was the number of items on the instrument. is was not con-
sidered to be a problem in generating relevant data. The psy-
author
had
and
oneif
chometric information about the test pre by Rob i.naot
his colleagues recommended using the shorter vers
not had experience with Likert is a I Because
lacked this experience it was dec to use the short vers
The fact that the scale has high item homo neity lent confi-
dence to the concl.us 40 n__ t.he s t
.L - • vers would a
satisfactory ins
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THE SAMPLE
AS was noted in the first chapter of this paper, one of
obJ' e c t 1.' ve s of the hospital was to increase the oppor-the major
tunity for the middle and upper management people to share the
authori ty and responsibility of the organization f s long range
planning. For this reason, the renewal efforts of the institu-
tionwere aimed at these managerial levels and the evaluation
of its effectiveness was made with these personnel.
The sample was divided into three groups for the study.
The first group was the administrative team; it was composed of
the administrator and her four assistants. The evaluation in-
valved only the four assistants because it was felt that the
administrator was in agreement with the goals of the organiza-
tion regarding participation. The four assistants were all
university trained with two educated in hospital administration
and two being graduated in personnel management and business.
The second group was the middle management level of the
hierarchy, the department heads. This was composed of nineteen
people but only sixteen of them were actually assessed because
of changes taking place in the membership at the time of the
evaluation. This group answered directly to the administrative
team members and serve••d as t.he nuc Leu s o f h k L dm it e wee .. y a a.n a a-:
trative staff meetings that were concerned with the operation
of the hospital.
The individual members of the group represented a wide
range of talents from m.ed i.ca l d t
ocors to skilled craftsmen,
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with the large majority being university prepared. They were
t.he b.ackbone of the renewal effort serving as a sound-
actually
d f r management and a communication link to theing boar or uppe
supervisory level.
The third group used in the research consisted of the
supervisors of the hospital. They serve as the immediate link
between the rank and file and the administration and therefore,
are critical to the success of any plans of the organization.
An additional unique characteristic of this group was the fact
that they were the only management level personnel who were
visible at night and on weekends when no other managerial mem-
bers were available. This group was made up of 34 members with
training ranging from PhD I s to persons who learned their skills
on their jobs. Three members of this group failed to turn in
their questionnaires and one signed his completed copy and the
writer felt that it might not valid because of this and did
not use it. Consequently, the number used in the study was 30.
The study trichotomized the research subjects this
eaterfor
manner because it was felt that the different levels of manage-
ment held different perceptions of the leadership style of the
organization and if an accurate description were to be obtained,
it must allow for intergroup differences. In addition I if an
effective prescription for future renewal efforts was to be
made, a level by level assessment was
ficity. With this in mind., t.. h.e re·s·earch was'
. . • undertaken.
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THE ADMINISTRATION
The first step in the assessment procedure was a meet-
ing with the administrative team to go over the plans for the
evaluation and to obtain their views on it. The team was in
agreement with all facets of the plan and recommended that a
presentation be made at the next weekly meeting of department
heads. The proposal was placed on the subsequent agenda for
presentation of the evaluation plan for information and dis-
cussion by the administrative departmental heads.. This was
done.
The author distributed copies of the instrument and went
over directions for completing it. What the study was designed
to accomplish and who would be participating was explained. It
was determined that department heads would distribute the in-
strument to their supervisory personnel with instructions to
return the completed instruments to one of the secretaries in
the administrative offices.
When he got these data, the author prepared enough copies
of the instrument for each department to be distr ibuted that
complete the scale.
same week. Each copy of the scale was accompanied by an in-
struction and data sheet. This Sheet sought some general infor-
mation from the respondent for categorizing the answers and
provided them with instructions on how
(See Appendix A) .
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ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The scoring was accomplished by assigning a numerical
t the r e s po n s e to each item. This involved assigningvalue a
a value of from one to twenty to each response with the higher
scores indicating greater participation.
Two profiles of the organization were developed using
the scores of all fifty of the research subjects on the Likert
Scale. These profiles were plotted on the system grids of the
scale using the mean scores of the respondents on each item.
There are two profiles on the grid with the one showing the
way respondents felt the organization is and the other showing
the way they felt it ought to be.
These data provide a general description of the hospital
administration; however t in order to make a more detailed des-
cription, a statistical analysis was made. The scores for each
of the three research groups on the organizational characteris-
tics were used. The test of significance was made of the dif-
ference between the is perception of each group and their
respective ought perception for each of the six organizational
characteristics. This was accomplished by (1) calculating the
mean score on the is and the mean score on the ought for each
characteristic as perceived by each group and t (2) using a
t-test for the dif between means for each group on each
characteristic. A one tailed t-test for correIa da ta wi
an alpha level of .05 was employed. The t-test was because
of the relatively small number of cases.
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The null hypothesis for this test was:
-
H · !i. =0O'
The alternative hypothesis was:
HI: L\ /' 0
-Where: mean of the differences (A) = the mean across
subjects of ought minus is.
The results of these t-tests describe the transition
process in the organization in relation to each characteristic
for each group. If the null hypothesis were retained, it could
be concluded that situationally the organization is where it
should be in the renewal process. On the other hand, if the
null hypothesis were rejected, it could be implied that a fur-
ther renewal effort needs to be made to bring the two percep-
tions ipto congruence.
This total analysis required the use six tests for
each group, or a total of eighteen, to describe the status of
the individual groups for each of the characteristics.
One further test was made to see if there were any s
nificant differences between the three groups on the various
characteristics. This involved the use of a single factor
analysis of variance on each of the characteristics for the
perception of what is. The .05 level of significance was used
again on this test and there were, each case, a null hypo-
thesis and one al.te·rn·a·tl·ve. h h'ypot eS1S.
The null hypothes•. l·s fo·r e·a.ch· was:
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with the following alternative:
HI: "P A "A B (p C
Where: p = a population mean and A, B, and C refer to
the respective groups.
This was of importance in the description of the transi-
tion because it shows inter-group variance in perceptions and
may provide some insight into areas requiring increased efforts
of renewal. In terms of what exists (is), the Ld,terature indi-
cates that Group A (administrative team) would have the highest
mean score with Group B (department heads) having the next
highest mean score. Group C (supervisors) were expected to
have the lowest mean score of the three groups.
Thus, by statistically analyzing the scores of the sub-
jects on the instrument, a description of the transition process
can be developed and the organization can find out if there are
any significant differences between the way it is and the way
it ought to be. In addition they can further use the analysis
conducted to see if there are any significant differences
between the three groups' perceptions; this information can be
used by the hospital for a deacrapc.i.on f h th· h
.J. .J. a were ., 'ey are, were
they should be heading and some possible areas for future
renewal efforts.
Chapter 4
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
data
This chapter consists of t.he presentation of the
with respect to the percept.ions of the hospital's upper,
middl.e, and lower management personnel and the analysis of
that data.
REPORT OF THE FINDINGS
At a time when organizations are involved in developing
different management styles to cope with constantly changing
demands it is important that methods of assessing the state of
management be developed. Likert's Profile of Organizational
Analysis is one of the instruments designed for that purpose.
The instrument allows the user to develop a profile of the
organization's management based on the analysis of six charac-
teristics common to all organizations. The profile can be
plotted by connecting the responses to success Lve instrument
items with straight lines. The profile is def ined by noting
the path of that line through the four management systems
listed on the scale. Likert l found that, typically, managers
who respond on the instrument place their own organizations on
the benevolent authoritative or consulta management
1
S RObert c. A1brook, HParticipat Management.
a econd Look," Fortune, 75:168, May, 1967. .
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and that, when asked to rate the most successful company they
know, they place those companies on the. participative track.
The data from the present study displayed in Figure 3
was consistent with Likert's findings. The respondents re-
ported that the hospital really was using a consultative
management system even though, ideally, they felt that it
ought to be using a participative one.
This information indicated that there was a difference
in the two perceptions. The problem for the hospital was to
ascertain whether the difference was due to something other
than chance. If there were a significant difference between
the two perceptions, it would be important for the hospital
administrators to know because, like any other organization,
they wished to be as successful as possible.
Management depends a great deal on the people they
manage and, for this reason, it is important to know the em-
ployees' feelings. These feelings can involve the employees'
perceptions of the organization, not only as it is but also as
it ought. to be. Ideally, these two perceptions should be
similar for minimum dysfunction. If they are significantly
different, it may be necessary for the organization to take
steps to make them more agreeable.
This study sought to determine if there were marked
differences between the perceptions of the existing management
system and the perceptions of the desired management system.
The t-test was employed on the differences between the two
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Figure 3
Profile of Management Personnel of the Management System of Mercy Hospital
As It Is and As It Should Be
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
How much confidence is None Condescending Substantial Complete
shown in subordinates? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .. 1 1 1
"How free do they feel to talk Not at all Not very Rather free Ful"ly free
to superiors about job? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1\ 1 1
,
,
Are subordinates' ideas Seldom Sometimes ,(allY Always
sought and used, if worthy? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1/1 1 1
-,
\
\
l
\
Is predominant use made of 1 1, 2, 3, 5, 4, \ based on
fear, 2 threats, 3 punishment, occasionally 4 4, some 3 4, some~ 5 group set goals
4 rewards, 5 involvement? I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 \ 1 1
/
Where is responsibility felt for Mostly at top Top and middle ~eral At all levels
achieving organization's goals? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ..... 1 I 1 1 1/1 1 1
\ I
I
How much communication is f
aimed at achieving organi- Very little Little \te a bit A great deal
zation's objectives? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 II 1 1 /
....
What is the direction of Downward Mostly downward Do~m and up Down, up, sideways
information flow? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 1\.1 I
KEY: is
-------- ought
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Figure 3 (continued)
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
Possibly
How is downward communica- with suspicion with suspicion With caution With an open mind
tion accepted? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 " I 1 1
Censored ,
How accurate is upward Often wrong Limited "for the boss ccuracy Accurate
communication? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1\ 1 1
/fC
How well do superiors know Know little Some knowledge A well /Very well
problems faced by SUbordinates'? 1 1 1 1 III 1 f III 1 ./ 1 1 1
If {
J I,
Policy at~ Broad policy at top, ,Throughout but
At what level are decisions Mostly at top some delegati more delegation well integrated
formally made? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 /1 I 1 I
Upper and mi~ ITO a certain extent, IWhat is the origin of techni- To a great extent,cal and professional knowledge Top management throughout I throughout
used in decision making? 1 1 1 1 III 1 "I 1 I 1 II 1 I I
Occasionally ~neral1Y "-\
Are subordinates involved in Not at all consulted onsulted Fully involved
decisions related to their work? 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 III 1 1\ 1 1 1
so~e ~t~on \ \What does decision-making Nothing, Substantialprocess contribute to moti- often weakens it Relatively little contrlbution
vation? 1 1 1 1 1 1 / 1 1 I \ / I
KEY: is
nnrr'ht-
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Figure 3 (continued)
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
Orders some After discussion" By group action
How are organizational Orders issued comment invited by orders (except in crisis)
goals established? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1
Strong Moderate Som resistance I
. IHow much covert resistance resistance resistance t times L~ttle or none
to goals is present? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1
/ II
Relatively 1;atedelegation
I QuiteI
How concentrated are review Highly at top highly at top t lower levels widely shared
1 III 1
I
and control functions? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
)zm;tiln;S
"
...
Is there an informal organiza- Yes Usually No \- goals same
tion resisting the formal one? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' ... 1 1 1
policing, Reward and Rew~me self-{1uidance,
What are cost, productivity, punishment punishment self-g . ance problem solving
and other control data used for? 1 1 1 1 1 / 1 1 III 1 1\ 1 1
KEY: is
-------- ought
co
~
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perceptions of the six characteristics for each of the three
groups for the purpose of determining if the differences
observed could be attributed to chance.
THE DATA RELATED TO THE FIRST HYPOTHESIS
Hypothesis #1: There is no difference in the percep-
tions of middle and lower management personnel concerning the
participative level of this management syst.em as it is and as
it ought to be, nor do such differences exist in the percep-
tions of upper level management personnel.
Eighteen t-tests were run to test this hypothesis. The
mean differences between the way the members of each of the
three groups of subjects perceived the organization as it ought
to be and the way it is was computed. This was done for each
of the six characteristics measured by the instrument. The
standard deviation of those differences was determined for each
group. Using the t-test for correlated data, the t-ratio was
computed. That t-ratio was compared with the value listed on
the table of t-values for the .05 level of significance using
1
the appropriate number of degrees of freedom. Group A (admin-
istrative team) with three degrees of freedom, had at-value
of 3.182, group B (department heads) with 15 degrees of freedom,
had a t-va1ue of 2.131 and group C (supervisory personnel)
with 29 degrees of freedom, had a t-value of 2.032.
IN. M. Downie and R. W. Heath, Basic Statistical Methods
(New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1974), p. 306.
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The results of the mean difference t-values by group
are presented for each of the six characteristics in Tables
1 through 6. These tables list the mean difference, the
t-value and the level of significance for each characteristic
group by group.
Table 1 contains the results of the t-test on the
Leadership characteristic and it shows that the difference
in the two perceptions was significant for all three groups.
Table 2, with the mean difference t-values for the Motivation
characteristic, illustrates that the difference of the two
perceptions was significant for groups Band C but that group
A's was not. Table 3 contains the results for the Communica-
tion characteristic and the mean difference of the two percep-
tions was significant for all three of the groups. Table 4,
with the information on the Decisions characteristic, Table 5,
with the Goals characteristic data and Table 6, with the
Control characteristic figures, each had t-values that were
significant for all three groups. These data provide the basis
for rejecting the null hypothesis in all but one of the 18
t-tests run at the .05 level.
One further analysis was undertaken. This was designed
to determine whether there were significant differences between
the groups in regard to their perceptions of what is. Because
of the fact that all of the groups had significant differences
in the way they felt the organization ought to be in relation
to the way it is, a decision was made to analyze only their is
***
Table 1
The Mean Difference t-Value By Group
For the Leadership Characteristic
d SD t-value
Group A 15 .750 2 .287 6.887 **
Group B 13 .125 1 .581 8 .301 ***
Group C 13. 625 1
·
215 11.214 ***
** p"". 01
p <. .001
Table 2
The Mean Difference t-Value By Group
For the Motivation Characteristic
d SD t-va1ue
Group A 14
·
250 4
·
820 2 .956 (ns)
Group B 11 563 1 165 9 .925 ***
· ·
Group C 11 625 1 267 9 .175 ***
· ·
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Table 3
The Mean Differencet-Value By Group
For the Communication Characteristic
d SD t-value
Group A 30
·
750 3 .544 8 677 **•
Group B 24
·
313 2.683 9 062 ***
·
Group C 26
·
781 2 108 12 704 ***.
·
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***
p c: 01
p <:.001
Table 4
The Mean Difference t-Value By Group
For the Decisions Characteristic
d SD t-va1ue
Group A 21.250 1. 750 12.143 **
Group 18.500 2 .439 7.585 ***B
Group C 22.530 1. 570 14. 350 ***
**' p-<'.Ol
*** pc::;..OOl
Table 5
The Mean Difference t-Value By Group
For the Goals Characteristic
d SO t-value
Group A 10.250 L 436 7 .138 **
Group B 8. 938 1.374 6.505 ***
Group C 10.843
·
901 12
·
034 ***
** p.(.Ol
*** p<:..OOl
Table 6
The Mean Difference t-Value By Group
For the Control Characteristic
d SD t-value
Group A 19 250 2 .136 9 012 **
· ·
Group B 15 938 1 659 9 607 ***
· · ·
Group C 13 440 1 408 9 545 ***
· · ·
* 7< P <.. 01
*** P4. 001
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perceptions. A single factor analysis of variance was used
for this purpose.
THE DATA RELATED TO THE SECOND HYPOTHESIS
Hypothesis #2: There are no differences between the
groups of management personnel in their perceptions of what
exists in terms of participation in the management system.
Six separate analyses of variance were run to test this
hypothesis. The between sum-of-squares and the within sum-of-
squares were calculated for each of the three groups on the
individual characteristics and the degrees of freedom deter-
mined. Using the figures obtained from these computations the
analysis of variance was calculated by ascertaining the mean
square between groups and within groups. The F test was made
by dividing the mean square of the within groups variation into
the mean square of the between groups variation. The results
of those F tests were then compared to the table of F values
using the 2 and 49 degrees of freedom figure. l
The results of the analyses of variance are contained
in Tables 7 through 12, each table presenting information con-
cerning one management characteristic. In each case, the F
value is not significant at the .05 level and therefore, the
null hypothesis was retained in every instance of this analysis.
The results indicate that any intergroup differences
lIbid., pp. 308-313.
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Table 7
Analysis O.f va,riance. f.or Thr.ee Administrative Groups' Ratings
of a Hoap i,tal s Ad:mJ.n.J.stratJ.ve Organization in Regard to the
CharacterJ.stJ.c of Leadership, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Sum-of- Mean
df Squares Square F
2 49.2 24 .6 .468 (ns)
49 2570.9 52.5
Total 51 2620.1
Table 8
Analysis of Variance for Three Administrative Groups' Ratings
of a Hospital's Administrative Organization in Regard to the
Characteristic of Motivation, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Sum-of- Mean
df Squares Square F
2 23.6 11.8 .200 (ns)
49 2894.5 59.1
Total 51 2918.1
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Table 9
Analysis of Varianc.e for.. T.h..ree Administrative Grou: S· , .. R· t'
f H 't. I' Ad·'" • . .. p . a a.nqso a ospa a a . .mlIl;l.stratlve Organi~ation in Regard to the
Characterl.stl.c of Decisions, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
within Groups
Sum-of- Mean
df Squares Square F
2 511.1 255. 6 2 .402 (ns)
49 5214. 3 106 .4
Total 51 5725.4
Table 10
Analysis of Variance for Three Administrative Groups' Ratings
of a Hospital's Administrative Organization in Regard to the
Characteristic of Communication, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Sum-of- Mean
df Squares Square F
2 360. 5 180 .3 1 .060 (ns)
49 8330 .4 170 .0
Total 51 8690.9
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Table 11
Analy.Sl.' s Of. Variance for Thr.ee Administratl'V G . I R t'
f· H 't I' ,. e roups a lngso . a OSPl a S Ad~lnl.strative Organization in Regard to the
Character1stlc of Control, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Sum-of- Mean
df Squares Square F
2 21. 9 10. 95 .1287 (ns)
49 4168 .9 85. 08
Total 51 4190.8
Table 12
Analysis of Variance for Three Administrative Groups' Ratings
of a Hospital's Administrative Organization in Regard to the
Characteristic of Goals, as it Really is
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
df
2
49
51
Sum-of-
Squares
106.3
1580.9
1687.2
Mean
Square
53.15
32.26
F
1.648 (ns)
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in the is perceptions of these three groups may be due to
chance variation.
SUMMARY
The presentation and an analysis of the data were pre-
sented in this chapter. The data were from the perceptions of
three groups of upper, middle, and lower management personnel
at Mercy Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa. The data obtained were
concerned with the way 50 management personnel perceived the
organization as it is and the way it ought to be.
The findings from the data in this study are as follows:
1. The perceptions of the upper, middle, and lower
management personnel of Mercy Hospital are different in regard
to the way the organization is and the way it ought to be.
These differences can be shown on a profile which indicates
the latter to be a participative type of system and the former
to be a consultative type. The evidence from this profile,
however, is not sufficient to justify any conclusive statements.
A further test was needed to test the significance of the dif-
ference.
2. The difference between the ought perception and the
is perception for each of the three groups was significant for
each of the six management characteristics except for the
administrative team (Group A) on the motivation characteristic.
The results of these tests indicated that the management per-
sonnel feel that the administrative style practiced at the
hospital is not as participative as it should be.
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3. In testing to see if there were significant differ-
ences in the perceptions of the three groups (A, B and C) in
regard to the way the management system is, no significant
differences were found. This resulted in the null· hypothesis
being retained. Thus the differences Ln. perceptions of the
three groups regarding the management system as it exists may
be the result of chance variation.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A summary of the research findings, the conclusions
based on those findings, and recommendations resulting from
this study will be presented in this chapter.
SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATION
Mercy Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa, was involved in a
renewal process designed to make the management style employed
there more participative. The administration of the hospital
was seeking a method of assessing the progress of that renewal
effort. During a three month internship at the hospital to
study the administrative structure, the author proposed to
assess the renewal effort. He planned to make this assessment
by ascertaining the perceptions of hospital personnel regarding
the management style presently practiced and the style desired
at the institution. The former management style was called the
is perception and the latter was called the ought perception.
The perceptions of the members of the upper, middle, and
lower management groups were used to determine the management
style of the hospital as it is and as it ought to be. A modi-
fied version of the Likert Profile of Organizational Analysis
was administered to each of 50 hospital management personnel
96
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who composed the sample in this study.
Two profiles, one for the is man·ag··ement t·
. percep lons and
one for the ought management perceptions of the sample, were
drawn. The mean difference of these two perceptions was com-
puted for each of the three groups (administrative team, de-
partment heads and supervisory personnel) for the six individual
characteristics the Likert instrument measured. '1'he six
characteristic differences for each group were subjected to a
t-test to see if the difference might be attributed to some-
thing other than chance. In addition, the is perceptions of
all three of the groups were analyzed to determine whether there
were any significant intergroup differences on this dimension.
The results of the analyses of the data generated by
this study are summarized in the following findings:
1. At each of the three levels of management, used as
subjects for this study, there were marked differences in the
perceptions of the participative level of management as it is
in this organization and at the level where it ought to be as
seen by these subjects. The null hypothesis was rejected in
all but one of the 18 t-tests run at the .05 level.
2. There were no significant differences between the
groups of management personnel in their perceptions of what is
in terms of the participation in the management system.
is, the null hypothesis was retained in each of the six analyses
of variance.
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are based on the findings in
this study:
1. The renewal process in this organization is incom-
plete as seen by the responses of management personnel at all
levels.
2. The perceptions of what exists, in terms of parti-
cipative management, is' similar across all management levels.
3. The perceptions of management level personnel con-
cerning the extent to which the renewal process had been
achieved is independent of the extent of their involvement in
that renewal process.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations based on the findings of this study
are prese.nted in two categories. Recommendations in the first
group are for the hospital as the SUbject organization and
those in the second group are directed to future researchers
in this area.
The recommendations for the hospital are:
1. More needs to be done in the present process of
renewal and the examination of other processes in an effort to
get closer agreement between the way the management personnel
desire the level of participation ought to be and the way it is.
2. The hospital should continue additional evaluations
periodically, using the format contained in the present study.
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TO:
FROM:
The Respondent
Gerald L. Conley, Intern in Administration
PLEASE RETURN TO SANDI IN ADMINISTRATION OFl?ICE BY FRIDAY, MARCH
The most important part of any organiz.ation is the people who make it
up. Researchers have discovered that there are certain organizational pro-
cesses such as confidence and trust in leadership, communication, decision
making, etc., which affect the success of that organization in achieving
its goals.
This questionnaire is constructed and administered to determine how
you feel these key processes "are handled in this organization and how you
think they should be handled. There are no right or wrong answers. The
information provided will be used to see where the organization is in rela-
tion to where people think the organization ought to be.
To complete the instrument, please read each item carefully and place
an R (R=really) at the point on the scale that best describes the practice
of the hospital, as it really is, in your personal experience. For example,
on the first question, if your answer is none put a check mark in the first
or second notch under the descriptor. Treat each answer as a part of a con-
tinuous scale from the left to the right sides of the scale. When you have
completed all nineteen items, go back and do the same thing again, only this
time, place an I (I==ideally) where you think the hospital should be located
ideally on each item scale.
Position (Please Mark One)
Administrator
----
Department Head
-----:
___-.:Supervisor
Education (Please Mark One)
Nurse Training
---
Medical School
---
College
---
Technical School
---
Name of Department _
Hours Worked
Number of Years at Mercy ~ _
Page 1
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
How much confidence is None Condescending Substantial Complete
shown in subordinates? / / / / I / I I I I / / / / / I
How free do they feel to talk Not at all Not very Rather free Fully free
to superiors about job? / / / I / / I I I I I I / I I I
Are subordinates' ideas Seldom Sometimes Usually Always
sought and used, if worthy? / / I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Is predominant use made of I 1, 2, 3, 5,4, based on
fear, 2 threats, 3 punishment, occasionally 4 4, some 3 4, some 3 and 5 group goals
4 rewards, 5 involvement? I I / I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Where is responsibility felt for Mostly at top Top and middle Fairly general At levels
achieving organization's goals? I I I I I I I I I I I I I / I I
How much communication is
a.imed at achieving organi- Very little Little Quite a bit A great
zation's objectives? I L I I I I I I I / I I I I I I
What is the direction of Downward Mostly downward Down and up Down, up, ""r'lOW,,\VS
information flow? I I / / I I I I / I I I / I I i
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(continued on Page 2)
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System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
Possibly
How is downward communica- With suspicion with suspicion With caution With an open mind
tion accepted? I I I I I I I I I I I I I I / I
Censored
How accurate is upward Often wrong for the boss Limited accuracy Accurate
communication? I I I I I I I I I / / / I I I /
How well do superiors know Know little Some knowledge Quite well Very well
problems faced by subordinates? I I I I / I I I / I I I / I I I
Policy at top, Broad policy at top, Throughout but
At what level are decisions Mostly at top some delegation more delegation well integrated
formally made? I I I I I I / / / / I I I I / /
What is the origin of techni- To a certain extent, To a great extent,
cal and professional knowledge Top management Upper and middle throughout throughout
used in decision making? I I I I I I I I I I I I / I I I
Occasionally Generally
Are subordinates involved in Not at all consulted consulted Fully involved
decisions related to their work? I I I I I I I / I I I I I I I I
What does decision-making Nothing, Substantial
process contribute to moti- often weakens it ~elatively little Some contribution Contribution
vation? I I I I I I I I I / I I I I I I
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Page 3
System 1 System 2 System 3 System 4
Exploitive Benevolent Participative
Authoritative Authoritative Consultative Group
Orders some After discussion, By group action
How are organizational Orders issued comment invited by orders (except in crisis
goals established? / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Strong Moderate Some resistance
How much covert resistance resistance resistance at times Little or none
to goals is present? / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Relatively Moderate delegation Quite
How concentrated are review Highly at top highly at top to lower levels widely shared
and control functions? / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
Is there an informal organiza- Yes Usually Sometimes No - goals same
tion resisting the formal one? / / / / / / / / / / / / / / .. / /
Policing, Reward and Reward, some Self-guidance,
What are cost, productivity, punishment punishment self-guidance problem solving
and other control data used for? / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
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